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Ackerman, Paul R., and_Frederick J. Weintraub. "Summary Analysis
of State taws for Gifted Children," Exceptional Children,
35:5694576, March, 1969.
This research analysis conducted in 1967 fOund that, at.that
Ap
-

time, 17 states had within their educational code a term which
:cOUld be implied toloe "giftel'; only 10 of these states proVided any legal'guidelines or definItionoi for determining/

the type'of child to be served; the need for research wa
expressed' by 5 states; 3 states prescribed how the

d were

to be identified; and financial assistance programs were
available in 15 states.

4
-Adams, Henry L., and Don F. Blood. "Creative Pdtential in. onors
65.
Students," Thee Superior Student, 7:41-43, March-April,

This article described how to use interests, attitudes,

personality as predictors of creativity and to statistically
show that honors students are more creative than their peers.

Adler, Manfred. "Reported Incidence of Giftedness, Among Ethnic
Groups," Exceptional Children, 34:101-105, October, 1967.
iae

The purpose of this study was to review some,of the major
studies of giftedness, as well as studies of the intelligence

of ethnic groups, to ascertain if certain groups appear more
frequently than others, and, if so, which ones are reported
and how consilitenbay they reoeiVe''mention.

I
Alle9, Arthur Trf'"Leadersilip for 4Cte Gifted in Catholic Elementary
Schools," Catholic Educational Review, 65:T95104, March, 1967.

This article described a summer practicum with several
--

Catholic colleges participating

Ld

how they. sponsor programs

for the education of the gifted.

Anastasiow, Nicholas J.
"Sex Differences in Self-Concept Scores of
High and Low Ability Elementary Students," The Gifted Child
uarterly, 11:112-116, SumMer,- 1967.

In a study of very bright and less capable elementary students.
lower scores were found for Mental Abklities and School Iubjects

for less able boys and for lower self-evsrtion in the areas ofSchool Subecta, Mental Abil'tie , Work Habits, Happy Qualities,
Physical Appearance, Social Relations
411#
Teacher,and Social Virtue84,
for less able girls.

Also, less able girls rated themselves

significantly lower than less able boys in the areas of Mental
.Ability, Physical Ability, Physical''Appearance; and Happy
Qualities.

Anderson, H. H. (Ed.). Creativity in Childhood and Adolescence.- (Proceedings of the American Orthapsychiatric AssociatiorT.7Tedo Alto:
Science and Behavior Books, Inc., 1966.

This booklet reported the proceedings of a workshop on creativity.
It contains a short foreward by Carl Rogers and four main papers:
"A Psychometric Approach to Creativity," J. P. Guilford; ," "Creativity

in Gifted Students and Ocientists," Benson,Snyder and Lora Tessman;

"Creative Possibilities for a Consideration of Creativity," Fred
Hacker; and "On the Meaning of Creativity," H. H. Anderson.

0
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Anderson, H. Janet. "Effects of Acceleration pon Oelected Secoral;
graders," Oifted Children Newsletter, 12:4 -52, November, 1969.

The purpose of this study was to evalu to the present status
of a groupJff selected pupils who -had been accelerated from the'

second to the fourth grade at the conclusion of the summer of 1963.
The following conclusions were drawn, as a result of the study:

The 12 accelerants were academically successful in all

1)

subject areas, were rated by their teachers as good citizens,

and attended school regularly with few absences.
The aptitude and achievement tests showed these accelerants

2)

-.".to be well above the norms for their present'grade level.

Their teachers evaluated the accelerated students to be

3)

I socially and emotionally adjusted since their acceleration,
and recommended that they continue with,their present
status as accelerated pupils.

Apparently, the accelerants exhibited manifestations of

4)

well-rounded personalities; they led full, happ/,and
worthwhile lives in, as well as out, of school.
In conclusion, the major hypotheais formulated in pre-

5)
..

varation fore

study was substantiated, namely that:

a) these accelerants have continued to behave in a gifted
manner since their acceleration in 1963, and b) they
failed to, show any handicaps since their acceleration

four and o

half years previously,

k.
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Anderson-, James R.

"An Honors Studerit Assess6s Graduate Education,"
The superior Student, 7:14-18, May-June, 1965.

A personal essay written by an honbrs student; it reflects
his personal experience as a graduate student.

He mentioned his

personal dissatisfaction with graduate%work in that it was lessf75

engagint less rearaing, and less meaningful than his previous
education.

Angoff, William H. "The College Board SAT and the,Superioi Student,"
The Superior Student, 7:10-15, March-April, 1965.

This article described the SAT as contributing substantiall'ito
the seleCtion of a group of academically superior students.

It

alsO said that it has been shown in follow-up studies to be more
than adequate for identifying students of superior talent..

Anzalone, Patricia. "Organizing Your Day:Around Individuals,"
Instrudtor, 77:64, June -Julys 1968.

This article gives ideas on how to plan a summer school pro,ram geared to the ideal individual needs of gifted children.

It includes interest center ideas (research, mathematics discovery,
science inquiry, creative language, fine arts), day by day planning,
one-to-one relationships, and planning the schedule.
ti

Aschner, Mary Jane, and Charles E. fish. -(eds.).
.Productive Thinking
in Education. Washington, D. C.:
National Education Association,
1965.

This book contains papers given at a 193*Washington Conference
'on'productive thinking.

The individual papers were given by

nationally known authorities A this complicated and.intriguing
area, such as, Taylor, Guilford,

etc. 4
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Axtell, Joan. ',Discontinuities in the Perception of Curiosity in
Gifted Preadolescents,"
The sifted Child Quartirly, 10:78-82,
Summer, 1966.

This study was to discover how gifted elementary school
..

.

.

.

.children perceive the development of their own curiosity.

The.

'%N`,

results support the research the4 there Aes'a significant drop
in curiosity at the'fourth-grade level and the children recognized this drop.

"MENSA - Organization for the
Axtell, Joan, and Robert AL Joesting.
Gifted," Gifted Children Newsletter, 9:9-11, March, 1967.
This article described MENSA,la program for gifted people over
the age of 14.

The article-gives a brief history of the organi-

zation, qualifications for meMbershipLrganizatiOn and policy,research, publications, and meetings-.

Bachtold, Louise M. "Personality Differences Among High .Ability
Underachievers," The Journal of Sducational Research, 63:16-18,
September; 1969,

Personality characteristics of underachievers and achAvers of
fifth grade students were.studied'with the. Children's Personality
Questionnaire;

Underachievers were grouped on

basis of

4

1) low grades, 2) low achievement test scores, and 5) both low
grades and low achievement test scores.

Credulity, self-confidence,
4

and self- cpntrol were components in successful female achievement;

emotional stability, seriousness, and sensitivity were components

in successful malechieVement.

Underachievers differed in

-6-

personality factors according to type of underachievement.
Underachieving female groups differed in Credulity; self/

u .

control, self-confidence, and eXcitability.

Underachieving

malet differed in emotional stability, cheerfulness, and
sensitivity.

RemediatiOn should consider variation in need as

.related to sex and type of underachievement.

Bachtold, Louise M., and Emmy E. Werner. '"An Evaluation of Teaching
Creative Skills to Gifted Students in Grades 5 and 6," The
Journal of Educational Research, 63:253-256, rehruary119700.

To assess practica\effects of-verbaf tasks which elicit
divergent and evaluative thinking

stuctents in the high I6, range

were given'written assignments in Csreative thinking every)Week

for a period of 8 months.

The difference betWeaD4re-and post-.

test means in-fluency and fleilbility on three Minnesota Tests of
CreatiVity was. compared for the total group and separately by sex.

Boys scored higher in fluency and flexibility on tasks requiring 9
divergent thinking, and *iris scored higher in fluency and
flexibility on the task requiring evaluative thinking:

Little

change was noted in flexibility scores on tasks requiring divergent
thinking and fluency of these responses to these tasks dropped
slightly.

A significant increase in both flexibility and fluency

scores was found. on,the-task requiring evaluative thinking.

Baker, Henry G. "Management of the Gifted. Child:iamily," The Gifted
1966.
Child Quarterly, 10:101-104 Summa
.

This article relates the author's own personal Family experi.

,

-

,

He advises_parents to exploit

ences asto raising gifted children.
,

their children's talents, but taking care add'control to inbure
that they are providing self-actualization for the ch
ego-building and pride-building for the

parent

d and not

-

Balow, B., and J. Curtin. "Ability Grouping of Bright Pupils,"
Elementary School Journal, 66:321-326, March, 1966.

A flowback study of third graders in the University of
Minnesota Elementary School produced 75 heterogeneously grouped
students paired against three sets of 25 homogeneously grouped
students at the a) 100-122, b) 123-141, and c) 142-181 IQ ranges

as Toured on the Stanford-Binet.

Iowa Every Pupil Tests

yielded achievement scores whose means and raw scores' variances
were then compared.

The principal question to be answered was

whether grouping bright ptpils by narrow intelligent quotient bands
would. significantly reduce the range of achievement over that
There was significant difference in .

the heterogeneously grouped.

favor 'of the grouped student in 9 out of 110 means.

The authors
-

.

...

it,

concluded that grouping did not produce homogeneity-in achieVement.
*".

,
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Barbe, Walter B. "The Influence !of Examiner -Child Interaction of
the Measurement of Giftedness," The Gifted:Child Otarterly;
9:.145.148; Autumn, 1965.

This paper examined one crucial variable In the measurement of
.mental giftedness.

The conclusions based on a summary g: studies

10
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a) scores on intelligence tests can be influenced,

implies that:

perhaps'even more through the examiner's reaction to the-subject
than vice versa, b) the influence of the examiner on the subject,
in their personal relationship, is greater with younger children,
c) ego involvement, success experience, warm social relationships,

and conversely, cues furnished by the test directions are all
important `factors in the final scores, d) higher intellectual

level children may be more susceptible to influences from the
4

examiner-or to the examiner, and e) some types of tests-are more

,

easily influenced by the relationships between the examiner and
the child than are others.
4

Barbel Walter B.
"Objectives in Reading and Language Arts Instruction
for ttle Gifted-,"
Gifted Children Newsletter, 9:21-26, March, 1967e
9
Vo'''

This article deals with the importance of examining and
evaluating objectives. fou'eadingland language arts instruction
for the gifted.

It includes the dilemmas of instruct

n for the

gifted, what we know about.read1ng instruction for the gifted,
objectiVes-of reading instruction; and sources of materials.

Barbe, Walter B. (ed.). Psychology and Education of the Gifted:
_Selected Re
s.
New York: Aigeton-Century4CroftiTI965.

Selecti n of readings on the psychology and education of the
gifted; it includes philosophical preeentations, discussions of

particUlar Pants of view, reviews of literature on specific
4*

topics,

d significant research reports.-

I

I
Baxbe Walter 3., and William Johnson. "An Examination of the
Methods by Which Gifted Children are Taught to Reid," Gifted
Children Newsletter, 13:30-31, Skring, 1971.
Essay dealing 'with the premise that there is not one bet
method,. for the teaching of reading to gifted children,

Stresseit

the point that gifted-childAn (should be encouraged as early as
0

possible to become engaged' in those language acilvities rela'ted

to reading:

Talking, listening, looking, and experiencing are

all first stem Being read to is:probably the most important
single preschool activity.

.

Barron, Prank. Creative Person and Creative Process.
Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 16g.,

New York:

Book of essays focused on the process and personality deVelopment
,

,

f creativity.

4

(

Some of the essays include'such topics as controlled

eriences for assessing creativity, increasing creativity through
.;13.......

ecial1 leducation programs, and the value of LSD for creative producion.

Bednar, Richard.L., and Clyde A. Parker. "The Creative Development
and Growth of Exceptional.College Students," Journal of Educational Research, 59:133-136, NOveMber, 1965.

A crosa-dectional study of 38 freshmen,.31 SophOmores, and 201
4.

juniors enrolled in the Honors Program at Brigham Young Univergsity
and their ton-Honors pairs, matched on

College TestSCo es

(95th percentile or better), year in college, sex,. college, each

administered three..Guilford tests yielding four independent

factors.of creativity:

redefinit on, adaptive fleXibility,

t

spontaneous flexib lity, and idea ional. fluency.
C14E:ion vat:

The Con-

1) c eativity, is m asizred by these Guilf,rd

cato

teats,. bears no a

ificant'relit

Program at' Brigham;

9ung PniVersi y, i2) the creative growth -curve

the Honors.

1

of exceptionally intelligeht stud ntia at Brigham Young shows no

significant changelduring the firttthree years of college, with
actilarly a slight 4ecrement;
o

Bernicei.

"Don't Disturb the Creative Appetite,°18Chool
Community, 52:14, April, 1966.

Article deagng with the heed to discover and nurture creativity in yoUth as early as possible in school.

It also dealt

with the question of how to educate the creative child for the

I
future.

Bentley, J. C. "Creativity and Academic Achievement," Journal of
Educational Research, 59:269-273, February, 1966.

Guilford, Torrance, and Miller Analogies Tests were administered
to 75 graduate students in Education.

Torrance creativity correlated

.53 with Guilford Divergent Thinking and .38 with valuation; it also
correlated .34 with GP/C, Miller Analogies correlated .47 with
Cognitive pperations,..41 *ith Memory, .37 with Divergent Thinking,
and .36 with GPA.

Drive to
"A Study of Relationships of _Openness
Cy/festivity." Unpublished Doctoral. thesis,' Arizona State Univer-

Beabtino J. B.

sity,. 1967.
This study found that openness (the oppOsite o

anism) is a part of

creativity

an

authoritexi-.

can be used to predict

It alao found that 'drive is not related to openness.

The tele,-

tionship itetween openness and the instructor's judgment of crea-

tivity Was found to be non-significant.

Berk, Boa, "The Perception of Divergency in flighly Gifted .and
Heterogeneous Preadolescents," The Gifted Child Quarterly,

10:58-61s- Boomer, 1966.
Study that tests the hypothesis tlutt gifted children will

support divergency mo

than

their peers of:average intelligence.

The hypothesis was tested by means 'of analysis and comparison

of imaginative stories writtenliyfifth and Sixth, grade students.
It was found that gifted children will perceive less pressure
to conform and will tend to evaluate divergency in a more neutral
or positive manner than the heterogeneous group.

Berkowitz, Harry. "An Alternative Position in Preparing Tklrited
Tots: SOme Problems and Implications," The Gifted Child
Quarterly* 3.1q41-2500 Winter,--1967.

An ,examination

of Birminglitant a- (Michigan)

Multi-Media

for Young People which attempts to bring about an
position in the .preparation of talented

alternative

elementary

sChool children.

Binh,' Charles E. -"Brief dverviewof the Activities of the

pat. 'Projects".

'The Gifted. Child Qiaartarly, 13:116-118S, Stunmer, 1969,

.Article

autunnalling.,the,,, en-year RBA project for the
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Bishqp, William E
"Successful Teachers of the Gifted," Exceptional
Li.Children, 14:317-325, Jarmfary, 1968.
The PurPoso of this study was to analyze selected characteFis.
)

tics of high school teachers who were identified as sUccdssful by
inteileCtually gifted - high - achieving students, and:bo.discover
what differentiated these teachers from teachers not so identi.

fled.

The gifted identified the "beat", teacherd at those who

had higher IQ'S, higher levels of cultural interest and. involve.
merit, desire for intellectual growth, student-centered. permissive

educational viewpoint, enthusiastic, a concern fOt their pupils,
and' mature experienced teacher's:.

BonSall, Marcella, R.

"Broadening the Concept of GiftedneaW. The
Gifted Child Quarterly, 9t20.23, Spring, 1965

4

Study desigried to examine the project entitled "The Structure-

of-Intellect Components (Guilford and Merrifield) in the Stanford*.

Binet Form L-14 and the WISC.b. The purpose of the project Was:
1)

To find en economical and efficient means to extend the
meaning of a unitary score obtained on, individual mental

maturity scales within the theoretical framework of the
Structure -of- Intellect.

To expose specifid intellectual factors that are measure.

J
able indications of what is called- intelligence.
_3)

TO,proVide a rationale which could assist the teacher
in,the educative act.

The article also gives multiple possible uses in classroom
situations for gifted children.

`-13-

I

Bonsall, Marcella R. "Developing Creativity in Gifted Children,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 12:223-226, Winter, 1968.

Article dealing with developing creativity,in children -from

theztandpotiteofthe Clisiroomfteacher.

It gives excellent

suggestions for the teacher by providing.kchart.listing abilities
of gifted children, use of abilities in claskom.acti

ies,

situational. opportunities, teacher strategies,. and creatiye pbtential.

Borg, W. R.
consin:

Ability Grouping in the Public Schools.

Madison, Wis-

Etmbar Publications, 196;77

An account of a Utah field study done betwe

1958-1962 on

somewhat over 1,000 children at the junior high level; it
4

discusses achievement, attitude, self - concept, personality, and

other variables.

Achievement differences were not laige over
'I

the four years, but appeared to favor the grouping of
superior elementary children.

°Bowers, Patricia. "Effect of Hypnosis,and SuggestiOns of Reduced
Defensiveness on Creativity." 'Unpublished Doctoral thesis,
University of Illinois, 1965.

Thesis stated that hypnOsis can increase test originality,

butdoes not increase fluency or flexibility.

Boyd, David Ellsworth. "The.Mad Scientist " School Activities,'
40:16-17, NOVemker, 1968.
Personal account: from a teacher of a student Who was thought

to be a "problem child," but was found to be an extremely bright
child.

6

Extra-Work Classes: Gifted Program.
and others.
Boyle, James
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania: Wilkes-Barre City School District,
1965.
.

A report on the gifted kr4i,ei(in Tiikes-Barre, Pennsylvania,
that gives:
1)

Some further agreement_ among the teachers and administra-.

tors-aa7to thejobjectives of the pro

am.

,

2) A "working paper" which the teachers, through in-iervice
.

training, can expand and refine the program as.they see.it.

An interpretation document which can be furnished
rintere

o those

ed in the program.

Braga; Joseph L. "Analysts and alialuationof Early Admission to
School for Mentally Advanced Children," The Journal of Educational
Research, 63:103-106, November, 1969.°
j
'*

PUrposeZi the'study'wasto determine the effect of early, admission' on 63 children in the first, third -fifth, and seventh

:grades in relation to'their peers in terms of academic and nonacademic achievement, socidi and emotional development.

Informal-

tiqn was gathered from 1) ferManent student records, 2) parent

teacher questionnaire,
questionnaires., and 3) a specially devised teacherrating instrument.

The results sholied that, in general, there

were no significant differences between the early-admit children
and their non-early-admit peers.

Parent and teacher questionnaires

showed that, in general, teachers were opposed to early admission
and that the parents of early -admit pupils were in favor of early

admission, while parents of non-early-admits were not.

17

Branch, Margaret, and Ambrey. Cash. Gifted Children:
n tional Ability. Aberdeen, Grea
and Developing
*c The Central Pre s $ 1

itaig:

tritiah.baak dealingtwith faioua:Xuriopean educationali sts'
444

''4,111r

AmpresaiOne'orkl.the,ipb4ect of iiktadesgq- ittdeisciribeawcpeits.
0

"

:

t

mentiin the.education ca' the gifted and their relevance 14 -tge.
-

4'

-Cleitelopment of,theae children.

Bricklin, Barrymand Patricia M. Bricklin. Bright Child-Poor Grades:
The Psycholky of Underachievement. NAI*York: Delacorte Press, 1967.
95ok dealing with the (Obeli child who is underachieving ins
school; deals with emotional conflicts underlying-this -underachieve.

ment and suggests waYs,of bringing (about positive change.

It is

.divided into two areas:' psychological causes of underathievement,
and recommendations for action.

Broderick, Mary.. "Creativity in Children: Some Case Studies," The
principal, 46:18-24, November, 1966.
National Elemleit
Four caseostndies that explore important dimensions of
individual diffirences among creative' students and Offer impli-

=Lona

for the education ofeother creative youth.
*

Brown 'Janet L. "PrecurZors of Intelligence and Creativity:
L;pgihainal Study of One Child's Development," MerrillPalmer Quarterly, 16:117-137, January, 1970.

A

Paper dealintwith certain aspects of a. superior intelaigent

and unusually

artihc

child from birth to eightleos of age.

It describes Ways' whiChthese abilitieswereTmanifeated during.
that period.

4,
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i

"Cogn,.tive Characteristics of Effectively, Creative
Bruch, Catherine B.
Teachers." Unpublished Doctoral thesis, The University of California,
Los Angeles, 1967.
.

Teachers/ Dive4ent Thinking was found correlated wit). their

-toleranceOf ambiguity, and with their flexibilityasMiasured
by the 'OuilforkAlternate Uses Test..

Effectively creaVe

teachers also displayed lees evaluative thinking.

The teachers'

-

,

-

Alternate Uses scores-also-correlated with children's divergent
thinking.

This study of 22 teachers in the Los Angeles area

4

indicates that the relationship between teacher flexibility
and student creativity is a complex one.

Bruch, Catherine B. "Increasing Children's Creativity Through a
Combination ,of Teacher Training Approaches," The Gifted Child
Quarterly, 9:24r.29, Spring, 1965.

criptionofa't,four-week summer institute for teachers with
A,

the

.

.

'cxe of releasing a child's creativity.

It included an

outline of the program) facilities, effects of teacher training
on creativity, strategies, climates, and evaluation.

4
Bruch, Catherine B. "Persistence of Changes of Attitudes Toward
Gifted Children," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 11:172-177,
Autumn, 1967.

Study designed to measure immediate changes in attitudes
toward gifted and an analysis of such changes.

The analysis

showed that after a workshop, a positive effect of attitudes
toward gifted children was found to persist after a five-month
period.

Teachers who attended the-workshop werefgand to

possess consistently differentitudes in certain areas of concern for gifted programs.,

19
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"Problems and Intuitions in the Education Of
'pined Students," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 13:92-97, Summer,
1969.

,31z1vella, Catherinel6

Central theeits!of this article was that there are problems

in the effective education of-gifted students, and that these
'difilicultieS have-been seldom recognized and even less frequently

amelioratedorpreented.

Bruch, Catherine B. "A Proposed Rationale for the Identification
and Development of the Gifted Disadvantaged," Gifted Children
Newsletter, 12:4049, March, 1970.

Article attempting to formulate a partial response to some of
the questions raised by E. Paul Terrance regardinge.theidentifisption of giftedness among disadvantaged groups.

Special suggesticmg

for the identification of these children are:
1)

The primary identification criterion should be that a
,child exhibit outstanding powers in one or more abilities
valued by his culture;, the degreeto which he manifests
those abilities sh

d be related to both national and

tocal norms..

) The secondary criterion would be that applicable to the
usual identifitcation tests:

he should measure on national.,

norms on both ability and achiejemet approximately at
"bright average" levels or better.
3)

)

A special consideratiOn should be given to those children
with'demonstrated creativity.

4)

Children .rho would show socie41

4,

entials should

also be given special considerations as hOing_a quality
Strengthening their identification ad gifted.

-186

Bruch, Catherine B.
"What Kind of Teachet Helps Gifted Children
Remain Creative," .Gifted Children Newsletter, 11:17-21, November, 1968.

Study attempting to.answer the question - are we neglecting
creativity in our gifted minorities?

Data_presented in the study

was concerned with the differences'in creativity in talented
and gifted children.

The results found that gifted and talented'

differed. according to patterns of achieltement in creative fluency.

The findings suggested that teachers may have over-emphasized
a value for traditional academic achievement without also valuing
creative fluency in these sixth grade gifted achieVers and in
the striving, talented overachievers.

Bryan,. J. Ned, and James G. Chalfant. "The Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965:1 Potential for Serving the Gifted,"
ceptional Children, 32:147-155, November, 105.

Inherent in each of the five titles of the Elementary and
Secondary-Education Act of 1965 were implications for developing
,-quality educational programs for gifted children.

The Act pro-

vided financial assistance for a) the education of children of low
income families, b) school library resources and other materials,

2

c) supplementary educational centers and services, d) educational'

research and training, and e) strengthening state departments of
education.

Suggestions for implementation Of each title were offered.

Buccellato, Leonard A., and Catherine B. Bruch. "The Current Status
of Acceleration for the Gifted," Gifted Children Newsletter,
12:28-39, March, 1970.
Paper examihing the current status of concerns about -acceleration

for gifted children.

It examines the following "methods" of

acceleration:

21
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1)

Early admission to kindergarten and primary-grades.

2)

Early entrance to high School.

3)

Early entrance to college.,

41

Concentratinginstruction'in shorter time periods.

The

majority of the research reported hasygenerally been of:a

positve nature, indicating that gifted accelerants enjoy
both academic and social successes.'

"A Holistic Conception of'Creativity and/Its
Relationship to Intelligence," The Gifted Child` Quarterly, 13:237-241,
Winter, 1969.

Callaway, Waller R.

Paper reporting the results of a study concerning the relation'

ship between personality characteristics closely associated with
creativity and intelligence as-measured by verbal IQ.

Found that

the six personality character tics of creativity (originality,
social maturity, complexity, estheticism, theoretical Orientation,

thinking introversion) all correlated positively with verbal IQ
as tested by the California Tett of Mental Maturity.

Creativity

was tested by the Omnibus Personality Inventory.

"special WOrkshop,for the Gifted," Today's
Campbell, Richard D.
Education, 58:32-33, December, 1969.
*Description of a program for 120 gifted upper-elementary
children in Greenwich, Connecticut.

Carley, Isabel. "Reflection on the Care and.NUrtureof Gifted,Children _
in a Musical Family," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 12:175-178, Autumn, 1968.

other's account of her gifted son and his experiences in
theiriiiisically-oriented family situation.

22
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triasey, John. "Creativity and the Solving ofiSocial Problems," Journal
of Educational Research, 58:154-159i December, 1965.
No significant differences were found between more'and less

creative high school students in the solutions of social
-problems.

The tab item process of Glaser and Schwartz was used

with 49 high school seniors id4ntified as creative usingGetzels
and Jackson Materials vs. controls, and the creative were no more
efficient in their problem solving than controls.

The pr9blems

were mainly,convergent thinking processes and did not require
.

enough display of divergent thinking.

Casey, John.

"UtiliZat on of a Sup lementary Auto-Instructional
ge Students Learn Research Related to Gifted
Children,". The Gi ed child Quarterly, 12:91-93, Summer, 1968.

Program to Aida

Study dealing with the question:

Does the use of a supplementer,

auto-instructional program in conjunction with summarized research
related to gifted children promote learning of research in the area
of the gifted?

Found that it was a successftl means of imparting

the information.
4,

Castiglione, L. V. "Relation of Intelligence to SelectedtMeasures of
Creativity.": Unpublished Doctoral thesis, New York University, 1965.

Used Remote Associations Test (RAT) for creativity measure and
Otis for intelligence measure.

The dorrelation between them was

low but significant. ,The correlation betWeen associattbnal
fluency and intelligence was negative.

RAT scores increased with IQ.

-21-.

9

.

"A ComtieratiVe Study `of Achieving and Undereying Students of High Intellectual Ability," Exceptional

Capra Sukhendralial.
ac

Ch dren, 3081:6342 May, 1967.
Comparison of 76' matched paira of achieving

and :underachieving

ttudenta of high - intellectual ability shOWd that the fathers of

the aphievera had comparatively higher levels of eduCatio49
higher. ,occUpational status, higher family_insomee better lodgings,

smiller'fiailies, and amore Stimulating cultural atmosphere in
.

their homes. A larger proportion of the ichieveks expected to
continue their sfties, had some plans for a future occupation,

Circiielli, V. G. "Form of the Relationship Between Creativity, IQ,
and Academic Achievement," Journal of EducatiOnal Psychology,
56 :303 -308, December, 1965.

This study involved 609

sixth

grade pupils, using a factorial

design with eight IQ levels (based on the California Tests of
Mental Maturity) and three creative levels (based on the dinnen

sota Teo*. Achievement measures were tests, not marks.

The

results showed that the relatidnship between creativity and achievetent was weaker than previous studies suggested and varied. with

the meattWbs used.

Clark, Charles M., Donald J. Veldman, and Joseph S. Thorpe4 "Convergent
and Divergent Thinking, Ability of Talented Adolescents," Journal of
Educational. Psychology, 56:157-163, June, 19654
The California Test of Mental Maturity score ant;the composite
score of Guilford's Consequipaces, Common Situations, and Seeing

(Problems instruments were obtained fora group of 87 male and

-22-

.105. female students, ages 11-15, grades 6-9,..iiirolled in a summer
or,

program for talented stp.dentsAn Austin; Tekaa.

Taking

score as a measure of convergent thinking (CT) and the
a measure of divergent thinking (DT); the 'authors

he,,former

tter as

fount. near-zero

cortelationbetween CT and DT, indicating that these two are Ecp

parentlyTparate measures of cognitiVe activity.
,

DT was signifi-

cantly associated with word fluency and reading-tcores, but not i
CT.

The Holtzman Inkblot Technique protocols giVen to all sub-

jects indicated for the high DT's ideational processes, mature

4

and adequately con, rolled but not conventional, with fantasy

productions free an

active bUt not conventional; in addition,

they.were more,respon ve to the inkblot stimuli bUt freer toL

go beyond the stimulij giv3 n a freer range to imaginative Pro,

te

41.

,

-..

Clark, Donald H. (ed.),I4 The Psychology. of Education: Current 'Imes.
and Research. New York: Hunter College, The City UniVersity of
4
Neer York, The Macmillan Publishing Company, 1967.
..

>

Book of readings with a section devoted to creativity; contains
articles by Aliport, Cropley, Torrance, and Hansenj

o
4

o

Claypool, Arianna Mary. "A Study of the Relationships Between; hildren's
Goals, Interest, and Feelings Inherent in Their Attitudes and the
'Lack of Scholastic' Achievement." Unpublished Doctoral, thesis,
Diiiversity of Maryland, 1965.

No significant difference between high ability underaChieVers
and a,matched group of high ability achievers in the fif'th grade
Q.

was found in relation to the variables:

25

gbaIs, interests, and

,a23-

.

feelings inherent in, their attitudes.

were statistically Significant.
simile

to ,achieving

Sex differences, howeVer,

were

Underachieving girls

of goals.

boys in their- choice'

girls and unders;chieving boys -seemed to

Achieving,

be similar- in

their selection

of goals.-

The 'Superior .Student in American. Higher Education..
New Fork: McGraw-Hill.Book Company, 1966,,,,

Cohen,: J. W.

O

Volume containing elVenAriCIes by Cohen and others ;: deals
with the honor student in American colleges and
It discus

s such issues as

the purpose of

characteristics.of a good honors

en

universities.
honors program,

teacher, What the honors program

is achieving, .and its suitability to all subjects.

Concennon,

Sister Josephine. ",Assessing Human Pot tial,"-The
Gifted Child Quarterli, 10:17-22', Spring, 19616.
Article .stressing the fact that the gifted child poses one
of our greatest present day problems beginning in the home eihd°

ultimately becoming a

concern of

the school.

It also discusses

°

sotnetibjectivea
0,1 te

for eduoating thE gifted and the need for teacher;
;-

responsible in planning programs. for the gifted:.
M

'J

o

0

Experience in
Coopers Paull. "The Crieitiire
6
QUarterly,4'1.31159-1pe.2 AuttR.5,419b9.

I.4usic,,' The
.

7

Gifted ChIld

4
t

..-

.Article,dealing with underritanding the composer and the creative
experiences in znuclic..0;

Cornish, Robert L. "Parents', Teachers', and Pupils' Perception of the
Gifted Child's Ability," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 12:14-17,
Spring, 1968.

A study Which attempted to find out how teachers, pupils, and
parents :perceive the ability of a gifted child in the elementary
school.

Found that teachers in the elementary school can iden-

tify. gifted youngsters better than parents oz pupils, pupils and

ents seed about equal in their ability to judge a gifted pupil's
academic ability, and a single group achievement or group intelli-

gence test is not always a reliable indicator of a chiles_ability,
but still the best single indicator.

Cornish, Robert L. "You Can Challenge the Gifted Child," Grade
Teacher, 85:141-144, November, 1967.

Practical suggestion for challenging the gifted child to the
limit of his abilities:

through independent work, creativity,

questioning attitude, and the critical thinking.

Cuzzort, R. P. '"The Superior Student in Graduate. School: A Resum41 f
the Experience of 101 Honors Students," The Superior Student,
7:3-13, NWor-June, 1965.

This article presented information obtained from 101 former
honors students in their second year of graduate school.

The

author was interested in finding out whether or not honors students

found graduate work different in character than undergraduate
work- -and haw.satisfying it was..

The results showed that there

was much dissatisfaction of hOnors students with their graduate

Mama, Vernon J. "Creativity and Intell.igence: Research Implications
for Equal Emphasis in High School," Exceptional Children-, 36:565-569,
April, 1970.
The possible relationships among creativity, intelligence,
and Self-actualization were examined, in 208 high school students to

fteterM#OHAtether or. not cOnsistentoelfactualization scores
,eXiSted.tOr subjects high in the first two variables.

Students

high in `both creativity and intelligence had signifiCant1y higher

scores in self-actualization than those obtained by students
high in either creativity or intelligence.

No significant difference

in self- actualization was found between students high on creativity

and-those high in intelligence only.
1

The results Were-interpreted

as indicating that educational' systems should stress both

creative and intellectual abilities to achieve the highest leVel
of psychological well-being in. students.
A

"Selection of Honors Students at the University of .
Damrin, fora E.
Illinois," The Superior Student, 7:23-280,March-April,a965.
.

This article discusses the selectioprocedures used for each
group eligible for the honors programs at the University of Illi- 4/0b
hois,

The groups are:

1) entering freshmen, 2) resident fteshilen,

and 3) transfer students.

The author also discusses the validity

and research of the selection procedures used, aUPPPrted bye statistical
data.

"Life
Exceptional Ch

Deuir, Dean.

eriencea-of Original Thinkers and Good Elaborators
en, 32:433-440, March, 1966.

319 highly or
. eative.adoledcents were divided into-12 criterion
gi 0 1,10 A of originality-tipe thinkers and good. elaborators, on th

111
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basis of two scales, originality and elaborati
(1962) Minnesota

then

Tests

of Creative Thinking.

completed a life experience

inventory

biographical data associated with the
thinking abilities*

of Tor

ce's

iterion groups

to isolate the

development. of these

Original thinkers were differentiated from

good elaborators and from thode highest in

both

abilities.

Previous research successfully identifying creative persons

through

biographical data was supported.

-Dayids, Anthony.
"PSychological Characteristics of High School Male
and Female Potential Scientists in Comparison with Academic Underachievers," Psychology in the Schools, 3:79-87, 1966.

High achieVing boys andgirls tend to have psychological
characteristics that differentiate -them
have a higher need. for achieveaent

order

and

intraception.

from low achieVers.

They

dominance, endurance, and

In addition, they score higher on

measures

of self-assurance, socialization, maturity, achievement; potential.,

and intellectual efficiency.

greaten'

need.

for

Academic

under4achievers

showed. a

heterosexual activity and' succorance.

Davide, Anthony, and

Peter it. gainsworth. , "Maternal Attitudes Aboutgaily Lift- and Child-Hearing as Avowed by Mothers and Pereeived
by Their Underachieving and High-Achieving Sons," Journal of
Consulting Psychology, 31:29:-37,7 1

?AR/ (Parental Attitude.

to

Research

high and,undeiachieving teenaged"

results showed that two groups

of

Instrument)

boys and

wee administered

als6 to their mothers;.

boys did not differ .in

heir

perceptions of maternal hostility, but the underachievers 'Perceived

,
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There

their mothers as significantly higher on maternal control.

wereLno magnificent differences between maternal attitudes avowed
bylthe two groups of mothers', although a suggestive trend,of
r.

moi

control was displayed by mothers of high achievers.

Much

greater,difference between mothers' avowal and sons' perception
was found in underachieving group,,especially in the area of
maternal control.

There was no significant association between

attitudes ascribed to their mothers and actual attitudes avowed
by mothers of the underachievers.

Training Creative Thinking.
Davis, Gary A., and Joseph A. Scott.
New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, Inc., 1971.

This book examines various strategies for increasing creative
productivity, particularly in industry and in the schools.

It

contains the writings of many authors including Torrance, Tom
Cornell*, Frank Barron, and Don ld W. MacKinnon.

It analyzes

such critical variables as the physdcal and psychological atmosphere which encourages or stifles imagination, intellectual and
nonintellectual characteristics of creative individuals.

Davis, 1). L., Jr., and Kaoru,Yamamoto. "Creative Thinking and
Achievement Test Item Responses of Elementary SchoolTupils:
A Priliminery Investigation," Peabody Journal of Education,.
42:349-3551 May, 1965.

Fifty fourth

amit

fifth graders were given the Minnesota Creative

Thinking Tests, their total creativity scores cute at the

median into high and low groups, and then compared with scores

30

on the /atm Teat of Basic Stills.

24 of

Tests revealed that

Item analysis of the Iowa

425 items at fourth grade discrimina-

ted between high and low creatives (two negatively) and 33 of

462 at the fifth grade (four negatively).

results

These

seemed

to strengthen the argument for better achievement tests,:
regresentatiVe not only of traditional intelligence aspects,
but also of creative aspects.,

"An inspiring

Program of Occupation
uidan'ce
for CultUrally Deprived. (Chiefly) Chinese Gifted Chirdien," The
Gifted. Child Quarterly, 9:128-132, Autlann, 1965.

Demaritis, "Roland W.

Description of a program designed to brparden the interests

and perspectives of culturally deprived Chinese

gifted

children.

Evaluation of the program suggests that the gifted stUdelits

overcame their

and

.language and

social handicaps by putting,speech

writing skills into meaningful action.

Demarais, Roland W. "Planning Occupatidnal Experiences, for the
Culturally Disadvantaged Gifted," The Gifted. Child Quarterly,
31:79-85, Sunnier,'

1967.

Article discussing the

were used to implement
'disadvantaged gifted

DefOit, George D.

planning and

the prodedures which

"Occupational Profiles," a program

far

in San FranCisco.

"PsycholOgica.1 Determinants of Career Choice for'
_Gifted h Child Quarterly, 9: 208-219,

\

College ltonorsltudents,"8 The

Winter, 1965.-

Stull dealing with psychological determinants of career choice
for gifted. college

students. PoUnd several results:

1)

There are

few significant

differences ationg college

free:ten in their vocational perceptions and career

influenees

eitker prior to or after one year of college

education.

Collegefreshmen seem to fairly well emulate and reflect
the prevalent oultural values toward. various professions.
- work hard,

The students expounded the philosophy

know your 'subject, and develop gobd-personal relations.

4)

The impact' of high school courses .to the development

of the students, career was very strong.
The 'gifted group rated knowledge of facts

and theory

as

1

the highest critical personal characteristics necessary
for success.

George D., and Bruce Grant. "Career Planning for Gifted
Individuals," The Gifted child Quarterly, 11:212-214, Winter, 1967.

DeetOrit

Introduction to a series of articles; concerned with presenting
the coniept of multiple talents, the need for gifted. individuals

to plan their Career scientific lly, and scientific career

Demo George D., and Bruce Grant.
A Messige to Our Able Studenta "
SP11111g 1966

"If Y

planning.

are Scholastically Gifted:.
ifted Child Quarterly, 10:25-28,

I

A personal set

of

guidelines written

discusses oCcupations that wi

their

enitYment of life; gives lists of

with degree

requirements for

e

occupations along

Denny,
"A Preliminary Analysis of an'Observation Schedule
Designed to Identify the Teacher Classroom Variables Which
Facilitate Pupil Creative Growth," Unpublished Doctoral thesis,
University of Indiana, 1966.
A. A.

Theslp discussing the use of the Denny and Ives Classroom
Observation Scale.

De Sean, Pa4 A. "Problems of Consistent Over-, Under-, and NormalAchieving College Students as Identified by the Mooney Problem
Cheek List," Journal of Educational Research, 59:351-355, 1966.

Mooney PrOblem Check List (MPCL) was used to determine if
differences in the number of problems checked discriminated
significantly among consistent over-, under-, and normal-achievers

in the elevenzeneral problem areas of the MPCL.

Findings

suggrsted'that while the MPCL indicated several problem areas

which may influence academic achievement

it can perhaps be more

profitably used by student personnel workers concerned with
understanding college students and interested in systematically
iliscovering the problems that are bothering them.

Dunn,*Barbara J.
"The Effectiveness of Teaching Selected Reading
Skills to Children Two Through Four Years of, Age by Television,"
Gifted Children Newsletter, 13:21-27, Summer, 1970.

Study hypothesizing 1) systetatic instruction in selected
reading skills by television will result in significant gains
with children 2-4 years of age as measured by a test presenting
alphabet sounds and basic vocabulary, 2) a variation in gain on
selected reading skills will occur and will have a significant

relationship to age, verbal IQ, Socioeconomic level, and time

33

spent on follow-up activities.

The results shoved. that children

2-4 years of age can be effectively taught reading'skilla by use
of the television medium.

Also they found that neither the

relationship of age nor verbal IQ to gain in skills was signi4,0

ficant in this study.

6
Dunn, Harry C. "Gifted Children Find Research Can Be run," The
Gifted Child Quarterly, 12:10-13, Spring, 1968.

A brief description'of a program for the gifted which is a
combination of efforts of Bradley University, the pUblic and
Parochial schools.

The purpose- of the program is to assist in

pupils' development so that they will learn more at earlier
stages,

11rn

at greater depth in wider areas of knowledge,

and,communicate this knowledge effectively.

describes theprogram,,t

The article

rojects, and the results.

Darr, Wil Bata K. ."Let's Not Neglect the Gifted," Instructor,
79:58, April, 1970.

Article :stressing the need to seek out gifted children from

all socioeconomic groups and educate all gifted to their highest

'pOtential; givweight practical ideas for classroom use with
the gifted.

Edwards Morris 0. "Fostering Creativity in a Liberal Arts College,
Improving College_and,University Telcg, 13:216-219, AUtumn, 965e
Article that details the first major program fbr fosteringy
creativity in a liberal arts college

at MWtalester College

the

Twin Citiei.

It reports not only gains in creativity for students

enrolled in a class called "The Art of InnOvation," but aldo the
ferment and interest aroused in the community, partly as,a, result

of annual three day institutes on creative problem solving for the
education and busihess communities involved.

Eisner, Allot W.

"Creativity and Psychological Health During Adolescence," High School Journal, 48:465-473, May, 1965:
This article advises five means of secondary school's providing
4.7

for the creative development of adolescents while at the same
frtime providing for their needs and. identification and be1dging:

hC

1) -reward the production of imaginative questions on exam)es"

tions
2)

provide recognition for students who engage in a highly
creative activity

3) provide a more individualized curriculum rather than
insiit on the same for all, i.e., allow an unbalanced

curriculum
4)

provide the opportunity for students to work in depth on
a project or domain

5)

reduce the threat of failure.

4
Elementary Teacher

rains

States TOIETO

Models. Washington,' DeCe4 United
ation, Department of Health, EdUcation,
.

and Welfare, 1969.

Nine program models submitted to HIV; the nine "outstanding"
universities nothing on the horizon rd gifted provisions.
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Emerson, Arthur. "Help the Gifted Move Ahead - With Tapes," Grade
Teacher, 85:74, September, 19674
Article describing the au.io- ritual. program in the Downey,
1

California Unified School Distric

d how the program is bene-

their gifted youth; it discusses the various techniques

fit

and

hOw

at their

the equipment allows the gifted to move

own speed.
1

Emswiler, J. Dixon, Girven Kirk, and Donald Hayes. Materials Being
Used in Classes for the Exce tiont1 Talented in North Carolina.
f Public Instruction, 1964,
Raleigh,"-Wircarolina: Departmen

Booklet containing lists of materials used in classes for
exceptionally talented children in North Carolina.

It) includes

a breakdown by subject area and grade level.

"Practical Problems of Summer Can Program's for
L Evans, Forrest F.
the Gifted," Giftea Children Newsletter, 8:10-13, September, 1965.
Article dealing with same practical problext

summer camp especially for gifted students.

of setting up a

It includes-such

considerations as staff screening, camper Selection, motivation,

curriculum developmentAiommunity resources, and staff attitude.
..4

Feldhusen, John F., and Terry Denny. "Teachers' and Children's Perceptions of-Creativity in High- and Low-Anxious Children," Journal
of Educational Research, 58:442-446, July, 1965.

Sarason's General Anxiety Scale was given to 77 students in
grades 7, 8, and 9 of a junior high school and the 10 hig0 and
10 low scorers in each sex were selected as subjects.

Students'

self-ratings of creativity were consistently higher than teachers,
ratings of them, across the two groups.

There were no signifi-

cant differences between anxiety or sex and performance on a
battery of-five divergent thinking tests.

There was a

significant sex by anxiety interaction in self- and teacher

it
evaluations of creativity with consistent agreement between
teachers, and students that low7anxioUs boys were highest, followed

in order by high-girls, high-boys, andlow-girls:

Fox, Gudelia .A,' "The Accelerated Adults View Acceleration," The
Gifted Child Quarterly, 1C:15-16, Spring, 1966.

Study Was to detlOmine whether a saMpk:ofadultg-who met the'

criterion of acceleration did indeed believe that acceleration
Alad'been. advantageous for them.

The results found that for the

isample,used, acceleration was more` disadvantageous than

Fax Gudelia A.

"The Gifted: Hai Are They VieWed?," The Gifted
Child, Quarterly, 12:23-33, sPring, 1968

ArtiOle dealing with factors related to how. pupils, parents,

edu tOrs, and society view the gifted; diSCUsses the faCtors
Uencing anti - intellectualism,' facto

inflVencing edudators'

attitudes toward the brilliant, and research studies assessing,
attitudes toward the,iitellectually gifted.

Fredrickson, Ronald Ff.,, and John IL. Kennedy.

"Comparative Study of
of Superior Students, Teachers, and' Principals
Utilisation of Recommended Classroom ',Practices," The
as
Gifted Child Quarterly, 10:188-192, Winter, 1966.

the Perceptions

to

Study took reports of teachers and students as to what was,
being done in classrooms for superior :students and compared

with the principal's evaluation of a particular area
in the school for helping superior students.

'a

this

reputation

The result's found

that principals and superior students e:ere more in agreement as
to what was being done Ili school for the superior' students than
were teachers' 'opinions.

They also f

Of more research and also a,need. t

that there is a need

clarify what is being done

for superior students in each soh 1.,

French, Joseph L. "Trends-in
Exceptional Children,

the Preparation of Teachers of the Gifted,"
December, 1965.

32:255-256,

This article examined the major trends in the training of
teachers for the gifted.

The {'author noted that:

1) courses are offered during the school year, instead of
during the manner only
-a

2)

future teachers

in-service teachers, administrators, and

counselors take courses on the gifted

3)

the number -of courses has.iricreased for the period frOm

1900491p

French, Joseph L. "What. Professional Associations are Thinking and
DOing About the Gifted," Gifted Children Newsletter,., 8:7-10,
September, 1965.

A survey

of .various

tachOol and profeisional

oricatizations as

to, what -they.reacted to when asked these questions:
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1)

What is your association's position concerning educatiOn
of the gifted?

2)

What are your association's belie concerning a definition
of gifted students?

The organizations included,Schdol Li.brar ems, Dep

Mont of

Rural Education, National Education ASsociatiohouncil for
Exceptional Children, Department of Classroom

Te`cac

re, and

Department of Elementary School Principals.
F

Fricke, Benno G.

"An Evaluation of Assessment Proce ures,"The Superior
Student, 7:3-9, Bch-April, 1965.
This article discussed the evaluation of devices and procedures

used to evaluate students and honors programs.
,

The actual pro-

cedures mentioned were the interview, case study, and test of
academic ability, and the multiple cut-off selection technique.
The author stressed the need to Ts

the most

d assessment

in evaluating honors programs.,

Fricke, Benno G.
"The OATS Teat and Testing Program," The Superior
Student, 7:44-50, Mari- April, 1965.

This article contains a brief description of the Opinion;
Attitude, and Interest Survey (pAIS), a twasary of research
findings reported by colleges which have used the test, and an
account

okthe two subprograms of the. QAXS Testing Proram, the

national or off - campus testing program, and the institutional or

on-campus testing program.

It Shows how these nonintellectual

fattOrs relate to academic success.

+v.
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Frierson, Edward C. "The Gifted Child with Specific Learning Die abilities" Exceptional Children, 34:387-388, February, 1968.

This article relates the importance of knowing the following

sten working with theiTed child with learning disabilities:
1)

what kinds a leader ,gifted children With earning disabilities might become
what literature reveals abott cognitive abilities of
different groups

3)

what school systems know and can predict about students
with unusual. abilities

4)

what abilities and disabilities mean to the classroo6
teachei

5)

what materials have been effective with gifted dhildren
with percept-gal problems.

Frierson, Edward C. "The Governor's Honors Program of Georgia,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 9:77, Sumer, 1965.
Description of Georgia's Governor's Program. for the gifted:

including, t!:tionale, organization,: operation (seminars,
distinguished, visitors, physical education, instruction, and
independent studar)

and results of its progress.

Frierson, Edward C. (ed*). "Programs for the Gifted," Gifted
Children Newsletter, 8:14-26, January, 1966.
Article describing three different programs for the gifted:
1)
1

Program of Education for the Gifted - Chicago; Illinois

*.

Orientation to Wilkes7Barie Program for the Mentally

Advanced - Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
3)

Elementary Seminar Program.- Arlington County, Virginia

Each description includes the goals, history, and curriculum
of the program.

ierson, Edward C. "Upper and Lower Statue Gifted Children: A Study
of Differences," Exceptional Children, 32:83-90, October, 1965.

Groups of gifted and average elementary school children from
--upper and lower status backgrounds were compared on measures of

height, weight, personality traits, interests, activities, and
creative thinking.

Group differences between upper and lower

status gifted childi.en Were

&tees in socioeconomic

ound to be associated with differ,

kg

Group`` differences between

gifted And average children, regardless of socioeconomic backgroUnd, Were also disclosed.

The findings =mhasixe the importance

of controlling for socioeconomic status in studies where gifted
and nongiftill children are compared.

Gallagher, JaMeSJ. "New Program Development for Gifted, Children,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 9:69775, summer, 190
Article dealing with trends it American education and their
implidationa for the gifted.

The trends discussed included:

the knowledge. explosion, increasing industrialization, and auto,

Motion, liberal approach to the concept:dr intelligence, and
student autonomy..

Gallagher james J. Research Summary-on Gifted Child -Education;
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1966.
An analysis of research:concerning gifted. children

and

their

edUcation. Deal* specifically with identification, definitions,
characteriatiCs, creatilp underachievers personnel,

and the

Illinois Program.

Gallagher James J. (ed.). Teaching Gifted Students: A Book of
Readinga. Boston: ALlyn and Bacon, 1965
A book' of readings covering definition and identif

curriculum modifications) teaching method changes, and special

problems. Eaphasiii is on the

pedagogical changes that

variety-Of curriOulum' changes and

.can be implemented for gifted students.

Gallagher, James 'J. and Frank Porter Graham. "The Accountability of
Educational Programs for the Gifted.," Gifted Children Newsletter,

13:35-41,

Spring, 1911.

Paper:di

jug four major_ program -changes for the educatiOn

of the_gifteci:

2)

stress' on

of Creativiti;
Within a discipline, 3) identi7

1) g-rowingfintereat in the field'

mastery of concepts

fics.ticni of Underachievarii,

Vantaged minority groups.

and 4). discovery

Emphasis is placed

bilite4assesameni of whether Or
changes.

of gifted- in-

not

disad-

on the "accounta-

objective& were metr of

a.,

Gallagher, Allies
Mary Jane AsChner and William Jenne. Produc,.tive Thinking of Gifted. Children
Classroom Interaction.
_Washington, D.C.: The Council for Exevtional,Children, National.
Education. Association, 1967.

in

A study invOlving 176 high achieving, academically talented'
students enrolled at the junior and senior Mill school-level in

either
found,

a

university laboratory

that

deterkiner

teacher plays a

at

school

crucial

or public school.

role as the initiator and

kinds of thought processes

in the claseroom; it

was also found that divergent and convergent

similar mental operatiOns. Also

thoitIr4zig call for

noted was the importance of

parente and, attitndes on the divergent' and, convergent thought
processes,

Garlock, Jerry.
"A Multiple Criterion for Including -Pupils in a
Gifted Program Based. on Trivariate
Journal of Educational Research, 19:8794, Marche 1968.

Itistribution,"California

Per dealing with the-problem of determining the theoretical
perdentage of pupils that would be placed in gifted programs as
a result: of the -criteria for California's Education Code,

of

Gensley, Juliana Townsend. "A. New Method
EveaustiOn for Gifted
Student": A DiarY of Learning," The Gifted. Child Quarterly,

-13019425i Wasters :1969.

Article dealing With repotting
suggesting

an

Student

Schievement by

evaluation teChnique-which iholVes

the

kifted

child in using. criteria and standards for appraising his own

progress.

The Slither suggests: a pupil learning

diary

where the

gifted child evaluates his progress on the bolds of iBloom's
Taxonomy.

tr
Genalay, Juliana-T., and E. L. Greenblatt. "The Social Sciences for
Gifted Elementary School Children," The Gifted Child Quarterly,
9:16-18, Spring, 1965

A studyvf the effects of seminar training With outstanding
social Scientists for gifted children in the Los Alamitos.
School District (Long Beach, California).

It was found that

these children could prepare well for 4uture seminars as a
result of this type of training.

The teachers in the regular

classroom also reacted positively to this approach.

Gerencser,'Stephen. "Programs for the Gifted in Private (Independent)
Schools," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 9i83-84, Summer, 1965.
Survey of 94 independent private schools which dealt with
4A

the-existence of a program for the gifted, the set-up of such a
program, and the methods of teaching the gifted in various schools.

GiVbeml, Kathleen. "A School for Musically Gifted Children,"
Gifted Child Quarterly, 10494-195, Winter, 1966. 1m.

The

Summary Of Yehudi Menuhin School for Musically Gifted Children
in London; gives a brief synapsis of the program and the rationale
behind it.

Gibson, Arthur R. "Curricular Frontiers for the Gifted," Gifted
Children NeWaletter, 8:4-7, September, 1965.

Article sUbserising-Ohio's special programs for the gifted:
Programing was'confined to seven areas, namely: a) projects,

b) operilentationst c) research studies, d) acceletatiori in

mathematics using programmed learn ing materials, e)

high

school

and college level correspondence ,study, f) reeding speed and

coMprehenaion

acceleratione, and g) a good books seminar of

biographies and autoblographiee

in

the

study

of philosophy.

The results of this programing gave two benefits to the gifted:

1) prOvided for
2)

individual differences

permitted. increased insights into the integration of
subject areas.

"The DevelOpment and
-and Sequence Test for Identifying
Students in 'the Fifth and Seventh
Gifted, Children Newsletter, 8:22,

Gibron,, John B.,

ValUe of an Arithreetic Series
Academically Talented. and Gifted
Grades of a Chicago Suburb,"
September, 1965.
--

Article deecribing the effort to

test foN

devise

a reliability-proof

the ability to induce extensions of number

series, and

grade students and

sequences Suitable for fifth and seventh
defining academic -talentedness and

same students.

The

results of this

gifted:lees

for

and testing these

research seem to suPport

J'the ASSET (Arithmetic Series and Sequences Test) as being two to

three.times more efficient in identifying these students as are

the methods

currently in use in most scbools.

Giles, Allen. "Ability Grouping for the Gifted: Help or Hindrance?,"
Gifted Children Newsletter, 13:17-25, Fall, 1970.

Paper dealing with "ability grouping" and special attention
to three main studies:
2)

Justman, and 3)

..1)

Borg.

Goldberg,

Prow; and Justman,

By ability grouping the author is

,referring -to
as much
tile

es

the limitatiOnof'the-h

4Ueity of-the Olassroom

given school situation, according to

°fusible in

ability and achievement of the at

t be dealt with in that class.

a ,with the Subject matter

lite ,author also 'stresses the

for

int that there is a multitude- _of
g °loping.

4

Gleason,

Nadine-.

".k. Creative Experience in Liierature "

Gifted

Children Newsletter, 10:12-13, March, 1968.

Description of actual

the

work

in which

in creative literature

children, under skillful guidsnce, planned

1tith

their

:teacher, provide a great deal of tteir own 'motivation, and

product

nlm.inating

reitnits which satisfy their

un.i.ve

needs'

in

learning.

Goers

Mildred, and. Victor Goertzel.
Supporttveness
the Gifted," "ihe Gifted Child Quarterly 9:974103, Summer, 1

Study of siblinga in relttiVely'large number of families

which produced. children
ability, served to make

concluded that

sibling

whose,

them

Strong

drives and intellectual

the, gifted aubjectS.

The results

supportive:nese rather than sibling rivalry

is found to be more cows& among brothers and sisters in homes
.

4

where one, or more individuals have become gifted subjects.

Gold, Marvin.

Quarterlyo

"Diith of a- School for the Gifted,"

The Gifted dChild

14:174-4179, Autvann, 1970.

A4icie dealing with the closing of Kentucky's, Lincoln School
for potentially tairented disadvantaged youngrteri and the rationale-

5.

+K

Gold, Marvin J,
"Introducing the Gifted Brief."
37:593-596, April, 1971.

Exceptional Children.

Si* practi.cal activities for teachers to use in the classzam

with their gifted pupils:
1)
'2)

Proximity
Chance-a-Date

3)

Plans and. Products

It)

Proverbs

5)

Character Switch, and

6)

Time Machine.

4

-Gold, Milton. Education of the Intellectually Gifted:
Charles E. Merrill- Books, Inc., 1965.

Columbus, Ohio:

A general textbook dealing with developing the high potential
of gifted students.

It encompasses the educational process including

characteristics, intelligence testing, identification, creativity,

planning

programs,

patterns,' thinking, subject matter, grouping,

acceleration, guidance, motivation, underachievement,. teachers,
and research.

Gcodkindi Thomas. B., and others. Conflict, the Law, and Society: A
Problem-Solving Approach to Solving Problems. Hartford, Connecticut:
Hartford Board of Education, 1969.

This book describes a program

in, the

area of the social sciences,

.

stemming from project ASTRA, for Academically- iifted and
youth.

It considers

one of the most basic

today, the question of conflict.

talented

questions_ for, mankind

Recognizing

conflict,

understanding

-45-

its causes andapoesible resolutions, and acquiring akn'in resolving conflicts are the main concerns- of .thin program.

approackin

this program ix one of problem-solving through group

and/or individual study.

rather than

The

trying to find

Consideration of alternative solutions

the one

Facts are, iswortent only as a basis
attitudes, Skills,

"right"

answer is-

emphasized.

for decisionmaking.

Specific

and un.dirstandings needed in problem-solving

afe developed. This guide suggests many opportunities to use

decision-taking situations, role- playing, qramatisatiOns,

Sulipu.lativeactivitfas simulation activities, and independent,

Goodlad, John I. Rens.ta Von Stoephasius; and M. Frances Klein. The
Changing School: Curriculum. New York: The Georgian Press, Inc., 1966.
A report presented to the Fund for the Advancement) of Education.
It reiresents an analysis of curriculum materials used in the

schools and

and

summarizes

the shaping forces, characteristic features,

strengibe and weaknesses of the curriculum reform.

A good.

overview <of methods and materials and approaches that are in use
in gifted:edicition programs.

Gowan, John C.

"An. Annotated Bibliography of the Recent Writings
9;30-36,

of Z. Paul Torrance,"' The Gifted Child
Quarterly,
.

string, 195.

This is in excerpt from Gown's Annotated Bibliography of
1965.

It includes Torrance's 1966-1964

creativity.

works

in

the area of

"The California Criterion Scorecard of Efficacy of
Structure and ?unction in the Evaluation of Programs for Able
Youth," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 9:156-158, Autumn, 1965.

Gowen, .John C.

This article gives 20 areas for evaluation of programs for,
the gifted.

The areas include: 1) public and professional

interest, 2) action of the board of education, 3) administra-

tors, 4) community relations, 5) the staff and teaching per3

sonnel, 6) Staff allotment, 7) curricular adaptations, 8)

teachers, 9) Sministration of the prfgram, 10) guidance
services, 11) identification,.12) library, 13) program,
14) program specifics, 15) general school atmosphere, 16)
reactions of the gifted, 17) reactions of the teachers,

18) follow-up, 19) behawilr deviations, and 20)esecondary
,A

programs .

Gowan John C. "Dimes in the Education of Disadvantaged Gifted
Students," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 12:115-1l9, SuMmer, 1968.

Article sampling the

six\sues invol6d in the training and

education of disadvantaged gifted students.

The kthor also

mentions identifications, differences, intervention, and guidance.

Gowan, John C. "Issues on the Guidance of Gifted and Creative Children,"
The Gift;d Child Quarterly, 11:140-143, Autumn, 1967.
Article dealing with' the need for guidance, especially for

gifted children; the author also discusses problems confronting

the gifted child and possible guidance needekin each case.

"What Hakes a Gifted Child. Creative?
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 9:3-8, Spring,. 1965.

Gowan, -John C.

Article discussing the four, theories as to what Mates
gifted child creative.

Includes the follmring theories:

1) The Structure-oi-InteLlect Theory
Creativity as Sound Idental Health

) 'The Opposite of Authoritarianism
4) Function of the Child's Oedipal. Response to the
Affeetione Approach of the Opposite-Sexed

Gow4, John C., and Catherine
a Creative Teacher?," The

B. Bruch.

Parent Theory.

"What Hakes a Creative Person

Gifted: Child

Quarterly, 11:157-159,

Autumn, 1967.
Study reporting research on

what a teacher needs to

be creative.

The Gough Adjective Check List was used on teachers and consultants.
It was found that., what makes a teacher effectively creative were:

great deal of energy; self-confident daring; a warm Outlook,

originality,.
Gowan, John C.

and tree Of batty and impatient behavior._

George. D.

'The Counselor and the Creative
Demos.
Child," The Gifted. Child Quarterly, 9:184-186; Winter; 1965.
and;

Article giving seven points

appropriate

for the counselor as

related to a creative child:
1) The creative child is usually irell-adjUsted,
his age, fully-functioning,

end

mature

for_

responsible

The counselor sheruldokhelp the child to value

3) 'The counselor should remember'that creative thinking taltes

place

only when other higher-priority systems have bey,

satisfied.-

-48-

4)

The counselor should:

channel their creativ

romote the Procems of helping children
thrust and eggressiveneas into constrOC=.

tive and, not destructive channels,

5), The counselor ehoL1.14proVide the'emational:Support for the
child to become able to participate in: peak experience,

'in th041ASiowlan sense._
The counselor ahould remember tht:there10.11..be mater times

when, the creative child finds hiMsel:eitherelone, neglected,

ignoredor unrewarded as a result ota,erettive response
on his part.

a
7)

Guidance for the creative involves the realisation that
counseling is not just the solving of problems, but a positive prOcesti promoting mental health

Gowan, John C.Iand:OeOrge D. Demos. "Managing the IFOitt-Partum,
Depression in CreatiVe-,IndividualqWThe_Gifted Child quarterly,
11490-920 Summer, 1967. -.

'V

1

Article dealing With the psychgdArnaMits of the phehomenontf
'

"poitoparbuetAepression in creative people and the important,
need for guidanc

in the formative year/3' for creative children;

the authors attoIs the need for gifted.creative to be sound
emotionally as well as cognitively.

GoWen,46hn C.,. and E. Paul. Torrance.

"An Interedltural Study of 'Non- Verbal Ideational Flueney,The
Gifted Child Olerterly, 9:13°1%;
OMM.,110
Spring, 1965.
Study-. of hon,verbal ideational fldency on 49,0-cultural groups.

The preliminary teaultsig a.teat of ideationalfa:dandy given to.

ingepOre school 'children. and broken down .. by race,
classy grid street* axe given.,- 'The

foacio, level was confirmed.

thit the

drop. in

languize .:tedium,

creativity at the fourth

All Of theft. results fit the

grOtip under the most 'strain

exitibitX the

hypothesie

leasf.ideatictial

fluency,

Gowan, John C., and others. "New Aspects in Guiding the Gifted in
DemonstratioreClasses," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 13:103-112,

Sumer, 1969,
Per concerned With some of the unexpected-results of providing
,the rich =jaunt of counseling time at a ratio of 'one counselor

to

each class of 25 gifted children.

Grant, Bruce, and George D. Demos. "Career Planning for Gifted Individuals; the Self, The Gifted Child (uarterly, 12:34-37, Spring, 1968.

Using the formula EU + SU = WCP (environmental understanding
plus self understanding equal wise career, planning) as a spring-

board, the authors expound on what they feel a gifted individual
should do to plan his career successfully.

"Peer

and Wilma J. Gremlin.

Gritnsin, /Cent L,

for Screening lubellectUally Gifted 0hildren,"

.Choice

a.Device
Gifted Child

Quarterly, 13:189-194, Autumn, 1969.

StUdY reporting the result Of

whether the

.ratte

of tieing'sociometric

for screening intellectually
to determine

preliminary study td ,det ritine

gifted

1) whether fourth

methods as

a device

children. The study sought,

grade Children are able to'

recognise characteristics, of the gifted child

and 2) ithethet these

Milos, both gifted and nongifted, can associate these traits
with those of their litters who possess them.

The-results showed

that both gifted and nongifted pupils were able to distinguish
traits of giftedness, alth
ficantly better.

the former group perfofted eigni-

Peer-group voice of gifted pupils agreed

significantly with the teacher rankings, although no superior

performance by gifted pupils themselves ~was nOted on this task.
The results suggest the value of peer group choice as en additional method for screening potentially gifted children.

/

.

Cloths Norma Jean, ant..Prisdillit Holbert.

OierarchiOLICeeds of
Gifted Boys and Girl* in the Affective Etmain," TheGified
Child Quarterak, 13029-131), Summer, 1969.

The purpose of the study was to find andoCOmpue the &Mc-.

tiVe need

-

of gifted. boys and girls,

The results eugge ed

that girls were in a higher hierarchial level than boys.

Boy

.)b

appear lets mature and more oriented toward a multiplicity of
goals than girls. i,,This study indicated different developmental'

pattern* in the affective domain, not only for the sexes, but
also for.the level of intelligence.

Guilford, J. F. ,"Creativity in the Secondary School," :High Sdhool
Journal, 48:451-458, Nay, 1965.

After a discussion stressing the need for.developing t

abili-

ties. f diVergentproduction, transfOrtation, and:e*aivation, the
suthOr makes:thert011owing specific suggestions:

1) encourage

creative thinking abilities by rewarding:them onaxams, 2) encourage the learner to see the poisible itplicatiens of each

53

piece of new knowledge he atquires

in

order to help insure its

readiness of access, 3) have a record which is descriptive of

111 plipir a development in quite a number of intellectual abilities
and make it avellab-le to him, and

4)

have for

each

individual

his awn prescription for optimal educatiOn.

GUilford, J. P. "Intelligence:
21:20-26, January, 1966.

1965 Model," American P

Article that brings up-to-date

investigations into

chosirt,
the

Structure-Lor-Irttellect Model, reporting 75cells. now presently

occupied,.with 80 separate abilities

talky

apparently

demonstrated.

to be noted is the demonstration of six cognitive

abilities of dealing,with behavioral information - what
called "social inte.Ulgence" (SI).

lhorndike

The author offers a 1965 model

for problem-solving which 4sphasizeis SI concepts, but incorporates

also the looping phenomena of cybernetics with their continual
feedback of evialuation and access to memory storage.

The Nature of Human Intelligence,
Hill ,

New York:

McGraw-

1977:

Book dealing with the model for the

structure -of- intellect

and a model of how prythological research ought to be done and
reported.,

on the Gifted Child and Early Language Developmeat," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 10:180-182, Autumn, 1966.

-Gunn, John.-

-Article discusses previous_ research on identifying gifted

children,throughthe use of vocabulary and language tests.

The

I

alrthor suggests _that ..by_aseessing the- complexity, Of

the

ability to comprehend and eXprest relations, we

utterances,

-

can find. A:v.'

effective way of distinguishing intellectuil4 superior

infants.

(Aft, Lb.

"Creativity, Competitive Drive' and Interest Pittern
Aisociated With Success in a Progrom for Academically Talented
High School Students.° 'Unpublished Doctoral thesis, Teeple
University, 1966.

Found that teachers did not discriminate against creative
students more than. ntelligent _ones.

Haberumn, Martin, and acmes D. /laths. "High, ,Average
And What Makes Teachers, Think So," The Elementary

68;241-245, February, 1968.

and tow' -

School

Journal,

Study dealing with what factors influence teach/era' perceptiOns
of their pupils' ability to cope with the regular program.
cation:: found were:

teacher's see

their role

total group;.- greater hoisegeneity cfoes not

perception that

he her

.

Z.

An_ xiety,"

Those

ehange

the teacher's

of fact,-_elow, and average pi:pile; and

high:average pupils la a -class

itadiei, b.

.as working with

of bright

children are at -a disad-

Relationships Beteeen CreativitY and
4Unpub1iehed Doctoral thesis, University of Highigan, 1965.
with law anxie exhibit moderate creativity; those
with
°Experimental

a slightly higher

amotint e.thibit higher creativity; those with..

increasing "anxiety

exhibit increasingly' less

-creativity.

HOWever,

performance in creative tasks very generally decreases 'with increaatng
anxiety; Furthers**, the difference between high creative and
low creative highly-. intelligent
by_

ety difierencea.

55

students. is

not wholly

caused

-53-

air, mar/.

"Governor's Program for Gifted Children " G

Children Newsletter, 8:26-28, 'January, 1966.

Article describing the Governor's Program for Gifted'
Children In Louisiana.

teacher's
Karp, James L.

Ditrtrict

It describes the process of seleetion,

role, and the curriculum.

"Development of a Gifted Program in a Rural School
March, 1970.

Gifted Children Newsletter, 12:21-23,

Description of experimented. American Studies Program for
gifted high school students at Pietas,' Illinois.

It describes

the screening techniques, and organisation of, the program.

The author reflects
develop

the need for rural school districts to

programs for their gifted children.

Nertshorn,' Willie= C.'

"The Musical Education of the Gifted," thisicEducitors Journal, 54:76-84, February, 1968.

Article dealing with teaching music to the gifted child.

Suggestions for further

to behave

use

were:

encourage the gifted child

creatively, most gifted children will waxit to

perform,

each gifted child. is unique, understanding form is a primary
purpose of music editcation-

gifted child to develop

Diauck, Barbara: B.

_

an

for

the gifted,

and encourage the

extensive musical vocabulary.

"Jk OPMPa41.00n of Gains in

iyaliiation

Ability

Between. Gifted, and Non- Gifted SiXth Grade Students,
Child

Quarterly,

1466-174 :AtuSon, 1967.

The Gifted_
'

_

Studies

reported that nought to demo4atrit0 that SPOrOcimatel*

$0;ectek clessromm teas and methods can enhance the semantic

evaluation abilities of-chil.dreh- of various -ability levels.
Studies, indicated that evaluation 'abilities of giftedi and nongifted. children can be significantly improved; by vresenting a
series of lessOns based von the Guilford evaluation factors.
Hausdorff, R., and. S. D. Farr. "The Effect of Grading Praoticeis on
the Mark* of Gifted Children," Journal of Educational. Research,
59:169-172, December, 1965.

sixths grade children were compared
with ungrouped children for marks. There was no difference in
Gifted homogeneously-grouped

children between a dual matting system end 'a
single marking system. Gipted children marked on standard's for
marks for gifted

aiteterogeneoui group got higher marks than those marked on
standards' for a homogeneous group, although bath grew; did
equally well, on achievement tests.
!leathern, R. J. *"New Teaching Machine - Great for the. Gifted,"
Gifted. Children-Newsletter.8:2324, September,

1965.-

Article describing the new teaching machine: milled BOOK
(Built-in Orderly Organised Knowledge). It is, quite adaptable
and covers a lengthy program of information.
Heil, Louis M. "Scholaatic euid. Personality Variables Associated with
Acceptance to and Success in the Brookly College Scholars Program,"
The Superior Student, 7:34-40, March-April, 1965.
The

author

discusses the variablet.essociated with success in

their program for the "top

2%" of e.xceptionallY qualified students.

The instruMent used for assessing these variables consists of
two academic predictors and five personality predictors, all
of 'Witch the author discusses and supports with statistical
results.'

(ed.).
The Creative CoLlege Student:
isco: JoNsey-Bagits, Inc.,

Azi-Unmet Challeng

1965.-

Rook o readings representing an outgrowth

sponsored
tion.

.

of a conference

in 1966 for Research atid, DeVeloPmerrt in Higher likluct.

It consists of four sections:

instruction, liberal arts,

artistic talents, tuuracademic standards.
Herbertl ban,

and Hy Ruchlis, Mr. Wisard's 400 Ritperiments
Brooklyn, New York: tiook-;Lab, Inc. $ 19607-.
This boOk is of special interest to

the yatng

gifted,

in

Science.

their

It gives many studies that may be carried
out with little supervision-and enhinces iself-distcovery.

Herr

Edwin, L.

Gilbert D. Moore, and, James C. Hansen. "Creativity,
A Study of Relationship $" Riccertio;:al
3g:114-1152 October, 1965.

intelligenc'e, and. Values:

Children,

Report of a test
juniors _in

b4tery given to 60 talented high school

a. summer s ience institute Anna very few correlation

or creativity me

with the Kuder Preference

,Vernon Study of 'Values,

Critical Thinking'

Record, Allport-

ratan Concept Mastery 'felt, Watson-Blaser

Appraisal., or

Lorgelborndike,

Guilford

Ideational fluency correlated .27 with Lorge Thorndike, The p.c

-56-

Spark Plug

Test.

of Creativity correlated .54-with the Lorge-

thorndike, .53 with the Term= ConCePt iiastery
with the Watson-Glaser.

and R24

None of the creativity ratings

correlated with teachers' estimates.

Hildretti, Gertrude H.

Introduction to the Gifted.
Hill Book Company, 1966.

general text presenting

in the area of

a comprehensive

giftedness through the

and, appraisa_of the

years

iftlf,,YOrk:

survey of

McGraw-

developments

the identification

bright_ and, talented and various alternatives

in educational adjufstmenis, for them.

-Consideration is_ given to

the personal guidance of bright children with special problems,

particularly the so-called underachiever;

to the special measures

that must be taken to motivate and challenge the gifted,

schools; and i0 tl____turing of high

creativity

in modern

in- romising

young people'.

Hine, Willa W. "An Evaluation of Creativity as a FactOr, in . the Developtent of Problems for SOme School Children." Unpublished Doctoral
thesis, 11niversity_Of Denver., -1966.

Creativity on the

Torrance tests was compared with-problem

behavior dichotanised into two groups of 40 elemerituy children,
; Results showed no significant correlation between creativity

for the two groups, either verbal or- nonverbal.

correlation

between

creativity and intelligence.

5

There' was no

ginkalien, Emmet
School Chil

,"

"Academic A
isation of Gifted. Elementary
The Gifted Chil gu.arterly, 10:66.71, Sumer, 1966.

The author discuaies why. we rust pronde better education for

on

the giftid, Whether the erphasis,is

the

boys and

reeding and

the individual or an society.

arithmetic 'achievement of 23 gifted

ound that the gifted did 'achieve' better than

other

chi,ldren, Vat not to the degree-expected - most were foUnd to
be underac.hievers, to some degree.

Ho11end, Jain

L. "Selection of
16 -19 ; March - April, 1965.

Honors

Students,"

The Superinr.Student

The author reviews acme of the myths about the selection of

talented

pereoni tad suggest some avenues

for

selection which would

41.,

be helpful tot.bath students and faculty.

Hoover, Kenneth H. "Providing for the Prospective Teacher Who is
EdLatiorially Able,", The Gifted. Child
y10:184-187,
Winter, 3,966.
The author offers an instructional model for providing for
individual differences 'within the 'college

is based

on

classroom. The model

the removal of impediments and it gives the

expectations,

eligibility,

purpose,

advantages, and problems.

"Teaching t Unit on the Computer
to Academically Talented Elementary School Children," The Arithmetic
Teadher, 17:216-219, Mardh, 19/0;

Horn, Lister 'if.", and Gary. 14. Gleaeon.

study

that

provides insights; into the

and the type of thinking that mu

whine

I

0

r,

culai. , °for the gi

nature of

be practiced
ild.

the computer

to utilise

the

Also described
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is the unit in terms of organisation and content.

.

.

House
House,

%

Illinois. Gifted.

and others. "Early Findings on the
Gifted Children Newsletter, 12:2428, March,

Ernest It.

Article reviewing the

Illinois Gifted' Program.

was divided into five sections:

The program

reimbursement, demonstration,

%

training, experimentation,

1970.

and state, staff.

The three major,.

1;osla of the project were: 3,) 'making people aware of the new

px:Ograms for the gifted', 2) getting people to accept new programs,d,
and 3) getting people to implement programs in their own district.

Hutson, Thomas, and Deborah Osen. "A Multi-Media Approach to Gifted
in a High School Group Psychology-Counsiling Seminar," The Gifted
Child Quarterly, 14:186-191, Autumn, 1970.
Description of PTA)

Program Leading to Unlimited Scholarship)

in Orange County, California.

The program wee designed to provide

experiencei for gifted children yg grades 4-12 which were designed.
to broaden, deepen, and enhance 3earang, .while.motivating and
challenging the learner.

.,
%

2

Isaacs Ann F. ,"Are Gift d Children HandicaPped or "Exceptional ?,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 4:153, Autvann, 1970;
A portion of the testimony given at the hearings on the gifted
and talented, called by the United States Office of Education on

November,

1970,

in Chicago, Illinois.

Some Rsergent'Insights Vadat
Isaaca, Ann P. "Biblical Resear
Lives of Prophets Bestow on the Problem of Giftedness," The Gifted Child
11:97-107, bunter, 1967.

Piper disc uses
and. the_current

the parallels between the biblical prophets-

gifted and what one can learn from the prophets

as possible approaches for educating the gifted.

"Biblical Research III: .14odero Day Problems of tha
Are They Rorecast in the Books of Saruel?,"- The Gifted
Child Quarterly, 12:91 -105, Starter, 1968.

IssAcs,. Ann. F.

Gifted.

This article deltas, into the Book

of

Samuel

for insight for

cators in dealingleith the problems Of the gifted.

Isaacs Ann F. "Gifted Students Speak for Themselves,"
&Weer, 1965.
Child QUarterlY,-

The Gifted

Proceedings of a panel discussion concerning values with
gifted teenaged youth at the 12th annual

=lingo

of the

ltaticatal Asseciation of Gifted Convention.

Isttace Ann V. "Guides for the Administrator Who Would Help Gifted
Children," High School Journal, 48:484490, May, 1965.

In addition to a set of 12 specific suggestions for evaluating old and initiating new programs

for

the

gifted,

makes these general suggestions for administrators:
teachers,

mil, and parents

the author
1) grant

the freedom to proVide what has

been mutually agreed upon as necessary to provide optimum

growth fo

the gifted child; 2) give aupportive assistance to

teachers trying to do

something ipecial for the gifted,

particularly in helping change negative attitudes to fellow
*
teachers toward such teachers; 3). reinforce teachers through

tr'

Contact with parents and children0t) make known the'needs.of
the gifted to important lay advisory persons.

Isaact, Ann F. "Looking at Why Giftedness is Rejected:
SelfIdentification Self-Acceptance, and Solt- .Realisation," The
Gifted Child Quarterly, 13:32-36, Spring, 1969.

Article dealing with why giftedness is rejected.

The,. author

suggested several reasons for this rejection, including:

lack

of insight, modesty, fear of being different, discrediting the
evidence, fear of criticism, self-imposed standards are too high,
lack_. of realisation of the giftedis 'Worth: to mankind, and

imperfect perception of norms for giftedness.

Isaacs, Ann F, "Marriage and. Giftedness in the Dawning of the Age
of Aquarius," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 14:128-1341 Summer, 1970.

Smeary of a panel discussion of gifted marrieds; gave the
actual conversations in a discussion of that elements make

JO

successful marriage when one or both partners ai'e gifted.

Isaacs, Alma F.

"The Search for T&lent Begins Within," The Gifted
Child Quarterly, 9:89-96, Summer, 1965.

Article that deals with making the best use of individual
potentials.

Suggests:

family ancestry.

1) Each of us needs-to study our personal

2) Each of us needs to6in Jlf-knowledge of

Observable gifted, attributes.

3) Each of us needs to become

aware of our possible predisposition to be creative.

,

4) Each of us

benefits

needs the

of objective insights available from psycho -k
5) 'Each of us needs to

evaluate

the school

programs through which we Imre progressed to determine if any
were designed to serve the needs of the gifted student.

Iowa, Ann P

"Suggested Ideas for Role-Playing and Dramatisations
of Some Problems of the Gifted," The Gifted Child quarterly,
11:218-221, Winter, 196j.

Lists of ideas for role.9laying actual problems confronted
by gifted children.

The author caviled the three

lists

from

parents, and the children.

Isaacs,
the Gi

F.

ed,"

"A Survey- of Suggested Preparation for Teachers of
The. Gifted Child Quarterly, 10:72-77, .Summer, 1966.,

Study rovidea some guidepoits for'those educatOrt who wish

to establish e, curriculum of course offerings for thoise,preparing
to teach the gifted. A questionnaire on teacher training was
used by future teacheNs, school edministrators,

and

state,

education depart:teas.

"Win* To Do If You Should Happen to Discover a Gifted
IQ
Your Own Included," The Gifted Child Quarterly,
Child's
13:98-101, Summer, 1969.

/sues Ann P.

Article dealing with the

and What

IQ

score,

lagr

is Alone With an IQ score once it

it is kept g secret,

is known.

"Evaluation of a Seminar
Jackman, William D., and Louis M. Bechtold.
for Gifted Junior High Students," The Gifted Child Quarterly,
13;163-165, Autumn, 1969.

Article dealing with evaluating
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junior high school, students.

\

Results showed thatthe.,students

found the program to be a valuable learning experience in that it

broadened theirimterests, helped them to formulate and express
opinions, and enabled ,them to see another person's view better.

The teachers reacted positively also in that they felt the program

brought favorable changes in the learning processes and attitudes
of certain students.

Jackson,_ David M., and William, M. Rogge.

'!An Inservice Institute for

Training Teachers and Insultants," Gifted Children NewaletW,
8:14-15, September, 196 .
.

Article dealing with specifiC activities oethe Illinois
institute, which was intended to train teachers to detonstrate
in the classrooms the use.of'new materials and techniques judged
Appropriate for gifted children and to train demonstration center
directors, supervisors, and consultants in mays to:disseminate

new materials and techniques through the establishment of
demonstration centers and inservice training programs.

Jacobs, Walter R., Jr. Fifth Annual Status.Rmort,for the Program
for the Education of ExceptionallIT'alented Children. 'Raleigh,
ircah Carolina: Department of Public InatructiOn, 1970.

Report sumWariZingNOrth

Carolina'nptOgramS

for the gifted.

It indicates that the..,, selections made during the 1969-70 school

year

by

local administrative schaonits were well in accordance

with the lava.

The report also founOhat "gifted" cUrriculdm

did not appear to be recognizably different from the general
curriculum.

repOrt

rsliid

revealed

thet' in spite of the program

not

groirth in recent yeers, it Still has

to serve the "increased population

expanded enough

of gifted and. dalented pupils

This is viewed as ther_major protlem Of the progrtiti&

"The Social Choicet
a in Racially Integrated Classes for the C4turally
aged Talented," ,Exceptional Children,- 33:221-2261
1966*
Godzuuts, and. James X. Gallagher.

Sociosietric choices of 100 gifted disadvantaged

children in

four intermediate racially integrated classrooms were Analysed*

The relationship of choice of seating, working;

and,playing

companiozui to race, sex; and intelligence was studied.

Sub-

,

stantial, cross- recial choices were made; however, MIMI, factors
such as. sex and.

racial proPO4ion

in the classroom appeared to

ResUlting sociometrio

influence the nature and kind of choice.

patterns did'not justify generalizations regarding social structures
in integrated- classrooms

beyond the statement that some cross

racial social choices can be expected for this age group.;

Zenkins, J. 14. A Study of_the Characteristics Associeted with
Innovative Behavior in Teachers." Unpublished Doctoral thesis,
University of Miami, 1967*,

The characteristics were:
intelligence, order, endurance

originality*

ideational fluency,

adventurousness, radicalness,

and dominance.

Joesting, Joan, end

Robert Joesting. "Differences Among Self-Descriptions_ of Gifted Blidk College Students- and Their Less, Intentgent Comisterperts," The Gifte& Child Quexterli, 13i175-180*

Autumn, 1969
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The,purposes of this study were to determine the self'descriptions of Negro College students and to determine if there

were significant diffeiances aMongstudents of high, above
average, and average, below average;-and law intelligence.

It

VAS found that the high intelligence Negro students saw them-

I

selves as being significantly more energetic, industrious,
versatile, pleasure-seeking, and with narrower interests than
the others.

'Meeting, Joan* and Robert Joesting.
"Puture Problems of;Olfted
Girls," Ther:Gikted Child gerterly, 14r82-90, Summer, 1970.

Discussion of problems that will face gifted girls.

It

includeavocations being picked bYextraneoUs circumstances
instead of gualificalions, lack of opportunity fox' girls to

show their artistic ability, inhibiting forces against motivation,
discrimination for education and job.

The article concludes

with suggestions for counselors of gifted girls.

Johns, Jay. "Evaluation of the Early Education of Two Prodigies,"
The Gifted Child Quarterlz, 10:62-65, Summer,- 1966.

Evaluates the early educational experiences of two prodigies:

John Stuart Mill and Norbert Wiener in terms of a theory for the
education of the gifted proposed by Virgil Ward.

The author

found the early education experiences of these two to be

generally adecu:l'in terms of Ward's theory of the education
of the gifted,, at least in terms of their intellectual development.
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Jones. Reginald. "The College Adjusteent of Superiot High School
Students Who Participated in a Program of Acceleration," Exceptional Children, 32:634-635, May, 1966.
This study had 131 students of superior menial ability and

educational achievement who were qualified for enrollment in
college courses during their junior and senior years in high
edfool; one group of these students enrolled for a completed

course at their local university and-theiother gi.oup did not.
After two semesters of college, both groups were given the CAI
(College Adjustment Inventory),and ne-tignificant differences'
-were found between the two groups.

,to

and john P. Keith. "The Counselor's Role in Working
Jordan, JOhn
with the Gilited," The Gifted Child guarterly, 9:13-140,
Autumn, 1965.

,Atcle giving, the two conditions which foster creativity
(psychological safety and psychological freedom) -end special
guidance needs for the-gifted.

Khatena, Joe. "Autobiography and Creative Potential," The Gifted
Child Quarterly, 13:255-258, Winter, 1969.
Summarizes, the research in the area of using en autobiographi-

cal inventory technique to predict creative potential.

out

The

r concludes that this is a beneficial predictor and also
Oats that children need to be encouraged, ore in the areas

of invention, musical competition, library composition, art,
and craft work.
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Khatena, Joe. "The Training of Creative Thinking Strategies an Its
Effect on Originality." Unpublished Doctoral thesis, Univergity
of Georgial 1968.

Found interaction and pretest posttest differences in creative
thinking strategies for an instrument, "Onomatopoeia and Images,"
frith. 100 college students.

Khatena, Joe, and J.. C. Gowan.

"Crosscultural Measurement of Intelligence with the DAM and CPM," The Gifted Child Quarterly,
11:227-230, Winter, 1967.

Data secured from Singapore public schools in an effiprt to
peg creativity with intelligence.

The GoodenoUgh Draw-a-Man

Test (DAM) and Raven Colored Progressive Matrixes (CPM) were
administered to the subjects.

T'he'reaults point to the importance

of comparative age-norm cross-cultural,datatvhich tend. to indicate
that similarities in non-verbal intelligence in/ithese atypical

cultures are functions of similarities of environmental stimugl

lation (socioeconomic status, skin color, dress, and other con.

comitants or "civilisation").

Kincaid, Donald. "A Study of Highly Gifted Elementary Pupild,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 13r264-267, Winter, 1969.
ibiiidy based on 56 highly gifted pupils identified between

September, 1963, and June, 1965, in grades Kindergarten through
sixth grade.

The results dealt with favorite school sUbjects,

IQ scores, parent education, and parent vocation.
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"A Tentative Screening PrOcedure fo;S-41.70cting
Slow Children in Kindergarten," Exceptional 'Children,
33:235 -241, ;December, - .1966,.

Kirk, Winifred.
Bright =and

.112

an effort'to deWelop a more efficacious screening device

acting

bright and slow kindergarten children,

theses were tested:

selecting older

tour hypo-

a) that teachers are6zsubject to 'a CA bias,

children

as bright,, and lounger children'as slow;

b) that teacher* can make a more', accurate judgment Of young

e ability .by evaluating a child' =s ability in a number

children'

of specific area, as to procure

a

composite, score; c) that',a

still more accurate estimate can be made by making a mechanical
adjustment

('or

CA and applying it to the cosmopolite score;

and

d) that such en adjusted score cazr be successfully utilised In

selecting

bright and slow $.) aildiren.

The first three hypOtheses

were supported by the data, but the-data were equivocal in re-

,

lation to the last hypothesis.

Klausmeier, Herbert J.; William Xi. Goodwin,, and Teckla ROO*: "Effects
of Accelerating Bright Older Elementary Ptpils - A Second Follow -Up,"
Journal of Educational Psychology, 59:53-58, February, 1968.
Bright older children accelerated in lower elelizetitaiy

were compared with nonaccelerants
Subjects

the

end Of ninth grade.

were 22 children from grades 2-4, 14 chil#01 accelerated

from. grades

children,

toward

grades

3-5,

rionacdelerants0 group's: 27 brigikYriuoger

six teats
divirgent thi k ing, and

and 23 average-ability older children.

of edudational achievement, nine tests of

In

two psychomotor tests, both accelerani groups were equal to or

bigher'than the other four grows.
bright children were

higher

The nonaccelerated

thin at least one of the

70

older:.

accelerated
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groups on four tests of 'educational achievement, two tests of

divergent thinking, and two psychomotor tests.

The accelerated

groups participated in school activities, adVance&clasaeal:Varaity
athletics, to about the same extent as the older bright nonaccelerants.
V..

Klemm EUgune,

"Advantages of Sumner Programs for the Gifted,"
Instructor, 77:66, June-July, 1968.
-.

Gives several reasons why summer programs prove to very advantageous to the gifted:

small classeal low pupil-teacher ratios,

relaxed atmosphere, classes oNsiMilar abilities, better communication with parenta, and a chance to explore in greater depth.

Kneller, G. P. The Art and Science of Creativity.
Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1965.

1

New York:

This short volume offers a concise overview of much of the
present knowledge concerning creativity.

The first of its six

chapters deals with various definitions, the relationships existing
betweei creativity and several other phenomena, and all the
breadth of the creative endeavor.

Other chapters are devoted to

a topical ordering of theories of creativity, a description of
the creative act, and characteristics of the creative individual.
The book closes with a discussion of the. place of creativity

in education, as well as a positional statement by the author.

(ed.).
Kornrich, Milton.
Underachievement.
C. C. Thomas Co., 1965.

Springfield; Illinois:

Book of readings containing 51 papers of the subject of underachievement.

The author predicts six future trends for this area:

71

1)

more merit on the effects of desegregation

2)

more sophisticated design

3) a more varied set of treatments
4), a developmental study of underachievers
5)

a mach needed. review of the literature,pius a bibliography

6)

increasingly novel and creative contributions

Kravetz, Nathan.
"The Creative Child in the ph-Creative School,
The Educational Forum, 34:219-222, January, 1970.

Essay dealing with howiteacher should bring about a creative
environment for those with potential.

The authOr gives five

practical suggestions for changing the present structure of

curriculum in the "un,creativerclassroom.

Krippner, Stanley. "Consciousness and the Creative Process," The
Gifted Child Quarterly, 12:141-157, Autumn, 1968.

A historical account of consciousness as viewed by many
.o"

including Freud, the behaviorists, Whitehead, and others.

The

author shows how the process relates to creativity.

Krippner, Stanley. "Hypnosis and Creativity," The Gifted Child
Quarterly, '9:149-155, Autumn, 1965.

Article samrising research dealing withthe relationship of
hypnosis to creativity.

It concerns such topics as the hypno-

tliabiltty of children, cognitive activity without awareness,
attention and distractibility, and hypnosis and LSD.

Xrippner, Stanley. "The Ten Commandments that Block Creativity,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 11:144-156, Autumn, 1967.

riiscusaes ways culturirealairliea and

-

diecouragitticreativity

-in its youth andlitel0 Cultural Commandments" that, either
overtly Stated or covertly implied; hamper-creativity; stresses

the need

to break

these Commandments so that creativity can be

fostered in our schools as well as in our homes.

!Crippler, Stanley, and Ralph Blickenataff. "The DevelopMent of self,CdnOept as Part of an Arts Workshop for the ,Giftec4" The Gifted
Child Quarterly,, 14:163-166, Autumn, 1970.

Study of gifted boys and girls who were interviewed as to their
vocational - interests.

Results showed that boya were more scien-

tifically oriented and'giris more arts oriented.

After a workshop;

there was &breakdown-of stereotyped iole-definitions for these
children and they began to accept more of a variety Of interests.

"Behavior Problems of the Gifted," The Gifted
Kronedbergerl. Earl.
Child Quarterly, 11:236,238, Winter,. 1967.
Inweatigation of behavior problets confronting the gifted child:
how peers view him, egocentricism, atudety, etc.

The author

stresses the need ipr the gifted child, to learn to identity

with the group t

'Joh he belongs.
I

Langland, Lois. "Selection Procedures for Gifted and Honors Programs
at UCLA," The Superior Student, 7:29-33, March-April, 1965.

Describes the font honors programs at UCLA and:the means for
.selecting those students who qualify for them.
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War, Aired

i4,, Juliana T. Geneley,. and. Russel E. Orpet. "Changing
Attitudes -Of Young Mentally Gifted Children Toward Handicapped

Rersona," EMeekitiona3. Children, 37:600-602, April, ;1971..

f the study was to determine if the attitudes of si
reentaLl.,y gifted Children could be influenced

terms of

greater underatanding

persons as tLe,

result of

in

and acceptance of handicapped.

Tt

a specialinirtructional progralui

t the' initructiOnal programm did have some influence

in changing the ettitudeairof young Mentally gifted ohildren

a more

in

pesitive way toward. handicapped persons.

Le Croy, David. "A Teeli Approach to English. and, the Humalities
Gifted 'Children .Newaletter, 10:2144, March,
DericriptiOn of summer

residential program

gifted upcoming 11th and 12th grade public

for IsQQ

sehool

students

the state of ,Georgia. Describes berth the. Hon-Orergl-ith

is

Program

and the Humanities Program.

Lehr, John 'J.

"Public

Re lations on Behalf of the Gifted Child: A

Study of What Needs to Be ACcoMplished in Our Corsnunities. and
SchoOls," The Gifted. Child Quarterly, 10:177-179, Winter, 1966.
,Examination of the two maior problems

confrOnting the

public

a poesible Solution to these pro-

relations image of the gifted,
,

bleu, and some,-organ.i.satiortal and AdminiStreUve tips for the
Solution.

ravine, David. "Psychological Tests and. Gifted Children," !liet Gifted
Child

10:132"'138'1-

AlltUant 1966.

Paper directed toward aclarification of, some of the issues
involved in the use of psychological' tests so that the

miscarriages
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can be averted.

The author also deals with the four major criticisms

of psychological tests and points out the misinformation ar each,
particularly in its affect with gifted children.

Lewis, Lanora G. "honors Program as Preparation for Graduate Study,"
The Superior Student, 7:19-21, May-June, 1965.

Discusses th, need for statistics to show the percentage of
advanced placement and honors etuderts going on to graduate

work; mentions the possible reasons why honors students drop out
of the graduate program and the need for educational reform in
graduate programs.

Lynn, Bob..

"Disadvantaged Gifted Progress in a New Residential School,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 12:18-22, Spring, 1968.
Description of the Lincoln School, a revolutionery,

ege-

preparatory school in Louisville, Kentucky, for gifted children
of families with very limited economic advantages..

McGrew, Audrey Z.
"A Situational ExpeLiendcin Use of the Nature of
the Gifted to Provide Depth Thinking in a Sixth Grade Math Class,"
Gifted Children Newsletter, 10:13-16, March, 1968.

Article describing a situational experience in a gifted sixth
grade math class where the teacher was merely an observer.

The

personal experience of the teacher involved the guidance of gifted
children into the discovery of basic concepts in elementary
. statistics.
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Maddi, Salvatore R. "Motivational Aspects o 'Creativity," Journal of
Personality, 33:330-347, September, 1
.

Article that criticizs the view that creat

talent is not

likely to occur in a highly structured or evaluative environment,
-maintaining that such a view has truth only in relation to people
especially vulnerable to external imposition of stress and pressure,
typically children and adolescents.

Likewise, he opposes the

view that a person is not likely to be so creative if he is in a
state or strong frustration and torment, o

ring as evidence the

lives of Van Gogh, Toulouse-Lautrec, and Galileo, plus laboratory findings indicating that such does not necessarily inhibit
creativity.

Maddi insists that environmental considerations are

_not enough, that there must be motivation for creativity, that
I

the two principal motivitions are needs for quality and novelty.

He produces experimental evidence that novel productions are
associated with a need for novelty.

Martinson, Ruth A. Curriculum Enrichment for the Gifted in the
Primary Grades. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,

Inc., 1907-Book written with the purpose of informing teachers of

fted

elementary children about planning a sound educational basis fdr
these children.

It deals with the definition of giftedness, the

classroom climate, the teacher, meeting individual needs and
interests, and special considerations in curriculum planning in
specific areas, and the evaluation of some gifted programs.

6
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Martinson, Ruth A. "The Implications f the Qualitative !Assessment of
Intelligence and Creativity," Gifted
ildren Newsletter, 9:17-21
March, 1967.
Study done on determining whether creativity is independent of
measured intelligence.
school children.

Subjects consisted of 100 elementary

Comparisons made on IQ; judged products and

four divergent thinking measures showed that only one divergent

thinking test (Associations) favored the high IQ group signing,
cantIY:

The Match(PrOblets, Utility, and Consequences tests did

not differentiate between low 'and high IQ groups.

Martinson, Ruth. "Issues in the Identification of the Gifted,"
Exceptional Children, 33 :13 -16, September, 1966.'
The need to identify gifted children through careful and complete
individual tests and case studies somehow has not been accepted.

Four general categories of concern appear to inhibit such identification'prodidures:

a) inadequacy of existing measures, b) varia

bility of intelligence, c) cost of identification of special
programs, and d) establishment of a meritocracy.

Identification

of gifted children and provision of appropriate programs for

them would maximize each child's potential for intellectual
development and untold benefits would accrUe- b both the individual and society.
O

Martinson, Ruth A., and May V. Seagoe.
The Abilities of YoutieChildren.
Washington D. C.: The Council for Exceptional Children, National
Education Association, 1967.

Monograph describing the assessment of children's products from
a wide variety of topics in art, music, writing, social studies,
and science:

Ratings, by experts of the quality of children's
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Maw, W. H.; and Ethel. Haw.

"Pereanal and

Oocial

Variables Differarrtia-

ting Children With High and LW CuriositY." Cooperative Research
Project, UniVersity of Delaware; 1965.
Definitive report

on curiosity in a. booklet

indicated that high curiosity children,

when

form.

Remits'

compered: with law

'cUriosity children, 1) have a greater level: of solf.4acceptance,

2) are more self-sufficient,

to be

More creative,

3) tend to feel more seCure, 4) tend

) tend tio be more dependable,, 6)

are

more

often identified as square shooters, -7) show a higher level of

group

loyalty, t8) exhibit more healthy participation in group

activities,

9) are more responsible for group Welfare

and 10)

show a better overall social-adjustment

Meeker, Mary. "Creative Experiences for the Educationally and
Neurologically Handicapped Who Are Gifted," The Gifted Child
Quarterly, 11:160-164, Autumn, 1967.

Paper propOses a second phase in the programming for EH and
After placement in the special class,

RH gifted.

children are able

to

suggests

after

spend less time by themael:vel, they need

time to 'interact with each other

lb* author

and

and elperienCe creativeness.

a period of time

`for the

pursuit of creative

activities centered around the problem areas of space orientation,
self-concept

and-peer and adult relationships.

;,F

#

Meeker, Mary. "Understanding the EvalUatiOn of Gifted: A Ibex Method,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 13:230-236, Winter, 1969.
'

Description of a new method for evaluation of the gifted;

Includes four parts:

the rating scale, skills in which the gifted

children need competency, social attitudinal and emotional growth,
and motivation and interest.

Meeker, Mary. "What About Creativity for the Preschool Child ?,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 9:144, Ailtumn, 1965.

Article giving nine suggestions for preschool education in the
fostering of creatifity:
_1) Unlimits ere set

2) the child is allowed his,aloneness with the materials
regardless of .hat the rest of the children are:doing
3) he has opportunities for an uninterrupted one-to-one rela-

tionship with the teacher Alm he asks for it
4) his frustration at any task is understandable and is a
signal for on-the-spot help-from the teacher,,

5) there are ma* models around in the room, which he may
emulate or may take off from
6) he is allowed to use the materials as he sees fit., with the
exception of destruction
7) he receives-instant help in social situations with both
sides being made clear and judgment of solutions suggested
and carried out by the children
8) let them be taught social techniques of middle clags values;
this for underprivileged students, at least, is the direction
which mobility will take
9) time to be listened:to

not listened at, is necessary.
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Mehdil Baler.' "What ResearCh Has to Say About Underachievement Among
the Gifted," Guidance Review, 2:6 e-23, T965.
Using, the findings of 2

;studies, the definitions and

identification of_underachievemen are discussed.

Factors

considered in its causation are geographical location, sem,

social and ethniC aspects, family relationship, personality
ranted:84 and self-concept.

The program for the underachieving

gifted children is discusaed in terms of imptcving the 'eft,

cational environment, setting higher goals, city improvement
plOgrems,*special class procedures, and counseling.

Michael, W. B. (ed.). Teach ko for Creative Endeavor.
Indiana: University Press, I§68.

Bloomington,

"Book of readings dealing with the central question bf how
-can teachers -encourage the development of creativity.

is divided into four sections:

The boa-,

introduction, curriculum, super-

vision and guidance, and mental health and parentis.

"A New Concept in Talent
Mitchell, Donald E., and Glenn A. Davison.
RetrieVal," Illinois Education, 58:383-384, May, 1970.
Description of Project TELTRI (Trainers of Educatfithal Leaders

for Talent Retrieval in

Describes`the process of re-

trieval, the rationale behind it,. and suggestions for future work.

6

"Selection of Talent:- APrOblem?."
Mitterling, 'Philip I,
MarchApril, 1965.
StUdent, 7t1t2.,

The Superior

Mentions prOblemS related to selection of students for honors

I
programs: ,rigid grade point average criteria, inadequate counseling,
and Over-concerti xit h statistical data such as test scores.
4
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Morgan, Ben. "The Public SchOola and the Gifted," The Gifted Chili.
Quarterly, 9:80-82, Summer, 1965.

Description of Indiana

Rile

Schools' programs for the gifted.

Includes a brief 'summary of the programs in Terre Haute, Bloomington,

South Bend, anl-Indianapolia.

Morrison, Charlotte. "A CreativeTeacher Shares Notes to Trainees
in a.Gifted Child Training Program," The,Gifted Child Quarterly.

Article made up from daily handoudgiven to trainees at the
start-of each demnstration class during, the 1969 Creativity
Workshop sessions.

Includes all subject matter areas with a

variety ,of techniques.
41.

Morrison, Frank B. "A Governor's Thoughts on Giftedness," The Gifted
Child Quarterly, 10:3-8, Spring, 1966.

Address of Frank Morrison, Governor of Nebraska, at the Winter
.Conferende of The Nebraska Association for the Gifted in 1965.

HO discusses personal experiencea and their relationship to
identifying, motivating, and edUcating gifted youngsters.

Mullen, Edhice G. ,"Enrichmeht Reading'for the Gifted,"
77:65, June-July, 1968.

Instructor,

Brief description of-MAP (Major Achievement Program) of Rochester
in which their gifted children are enrolled.

Discusses the offering#

of the program in terms of enrichment reading at the libraries for
the gifted child.

1:a
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wor, Eimer,

"Intellectual :and ,Academic Characteristics of Fourth
Grade Gifted and Pseudogifted Students," Exceptional. Childrenv,
34:15-18, Septetsber, 1967.

Agrogp of ,32 gifted boys and girls, was compared with it group of

32 pteudogifted,b0r111,0414s (Students misdiagnosed. by their
teachers) on the basis of WISC subtext scores and teacher marks,

attained While the students were in thwfOurth grade. ,The results
showed no significant difference betWeen the giftedcandpseudogifted
in performance on the

coding and arithmetic subteSts.

A

significant difference in teacher grades favoring the gifted in the
su b ject of English was observed; however, no significant differences
ti

were observed in other subjects.

It is suggested that pseudoSifted

rely, for the most part, on memory in attaining knowledge,
(trees, the gifted rely not only on memory, but also on higher

cognite

processes.

to HelpGifted Students Like Social Studies,"
11:106-111,-Summer1961.

Neff, Herbert B.
WN

nu.

Deals with

es relating to evidence that gifted students

dislike social studies, why they have the dislike, and some
resommendationa for teachers to make social studies,more interesting
for the gifted.
uo

"TheTIllinois Plan of ProgrmaDevelopment for Gifted
NWOlin, Wayne E.
Children," The Gifted Child ggsrterlX, 9:78 -79, SUmMer, 1965.
Description of the operation*:

or

the

Illinois

Plan for Gifted

Vhildren during the 1963 -1965 biennium, With,reCommendatiOnS for
new appropriations.

.

Nihira, K., and-others. "A Factor Analysis of the,Semantic,Eftluation
Abilities. Gifted Children Newsletter, 8:20-21,Septeber, 1965.
Study attempting to identify basic traits with respect to which
individuals differ from one another in evaluative performances.

As a general conclusion; the structure-of-intellect-still serves as
a source of hypotheses for the scientific deScription,and compre/

bonsion of intellecthal abilities., Some problems still remain,
Q00

with respect to appropriate specifications for new tests designed
to demonstrate particular unknown abilities predicted by'the model.

Oppen, Margaret Bates. "Gifted Child in a Small Teirm, A Patent's
Feint of View," The Gifted Child Quarterly:, 14:92-95, Summer, 1970.

-Personal account of-problems encountered by a gifted
child and his family in a small town situation.

Owens,

.
'"The Relationship of Creative Thinking Abilities to
Extreme "Aver- and Under-Achievement."' Mimeograph, Kansas State
University, 1965.

Overachievers were compared with underachievers at the elementary
L.,

0,

level
mean 8

Torrance creativity tests.

The overachievers had higher

res on flexibility, originality, and adequacy, as well as

in total verbal creativity.

Craativitywas significantly correlated

'with'verbal intelligence and with achievement.
4

PankoVe'2 Ethel. "Relationship Between Creativity and Risk-Taking
Fifth Grade Children." Unpublished Doctoral thesis, Rutgers
-University, ,1966.

FoUndpolitive relationship between creativity and risk-taking
o

for boys.
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Parrish, Beryl M. Education of the Gifted.
shers , Inc., 1965;

New.,York:

Twe,yne Publi-

*,

Study that has considered the issues: concerning the education of

the gifted child: the arguments for and against special education
of the gifted, the underlying assumptions, an evaluation of
proposals for promoting the maximum development with the writer's

own suggestions for,apecial atten4on to the gifted from elementary

schools to the-university,
Pasternack, Marian, and,Linda Silvey, "Leadership Patterns in Gifted
Peer Groups," The .Giftet.Child Quarterly, 13:126-128, Sumer, 1969.

Study dealing with leadership in schools comprised entirely of

-gifted students. Data was collected at a summer workshop for gifted

pupils. The results supported the hypothesis that the leader,
is likely to be more intelligent, but not too much more intelligent than the average of the group led.
Paton, Cora. "Divergent Thinking and Language in-Nursery School
Children." Unpublished Doctoral theiis, Florida State University,
1965.
Using

Torrance tests on' 31 Negro children found no significant

differences in nonverbal or verbea 'divergent thinking in those who
participated in a nursery school program or a language enrichment
Progron for two years.
Pail-, W. J. "PsyChological Characteristics of the InnovatOr."
Unpubliehect Doctoral thesis, Western Reserve University, 1965.

Defines top 2.5% as innovators or pioneerit next 13.5% as early
adopters who influence the early majority, the nest 34%.

The

late majority are the lower 3k% and the lowert 16% are defined
as the laggards.

The innovator is a sociometric isolate with a

higher aspiration level than others;` he is

unible to tolerate

consistency and routine, and is delighted by
yOunger, more self.confident,
The

author

aggressive;

novelty.

He is

and leas diffident.

used Semantic Differential and Edwards Tests, +imd

worts: interesting

differences between' innovators who must

persuade the early adopters.

Pe411101, Dieter H., and Joseph $.
Computer,." The Gifted Child.

"Scoring Creativity Tarte

Quarterly,

12:797,.83, Sfirrner, 1968.

StUdy representing an attempt to 'apply some of the most

recent

advances in computer science to the problem of scoring responses

elicited by

tests

of creativity; eIplored

computer simulation of the

ratings

techniques for

that human 'judges make in the

process of scoring the'LTOrrtuice Tient'
round that 'computers can-be

various.

of Creative Thinking-.

programMed toµ score

They

such,tearts with

a reasonable degree-,of
Perkins, -Si, A. "kComparative Analysis of the Congruence- of High Creative
and Low Creative High School Students.:
University of Oregon, 1966.
.

Using nonprofesitional techniques, he
high °school students

Unpulilished

DoCtoral thesii,

.

checked creativity. in 149

compared with congruence (lack of.discrePancy

betieen actual and ideal

meld. :Almost all null hypotheses. were

accepted (no resultsi; however the high IQ did better on the RAT
than did the average IQ.
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Pittman, David F. "The Gifted Child," Religious Education, 63:361370,
September-October, 1968.
,

At

dealing with the need for enligigened concern for the

gift d ch d in the church and synagogue.

Discusses the role of

the church and religion in educating these children.

ego

Plowman, Paul D.
"The California Curriculum Project for the Gifted,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 13:113-11,, Summer, 1969.

Article discussing California "rogram for educating the gifted.
It includes a description of the framewcirk_of-the-program and the

curriculum guides for such a project.

"Programming for the Gifted Child," Exceptional
Children; 85:547-551, March, 1969.

Plowman,. Paul D.

.

The trend in programming for the gifted is marked by greater
'Concern for individualised instruction in Which attehtion is given

to the development of unique ctits and skills based on conceptual
research of the nature .of intellect.

TYpical'appraaches such as

regultu:class.instruction, private study, acceleration, and coun.

seling are described, and the need.',for ongoing evaluation is pointed
aut.
Z:3?

Plowman, Paul D. "What Can Be'Done'for Rural Gifted 'Children and Youth?,"
\
The Gifted Child Quarterly,-121164-174,-Autumn, 1968.
1

Deal! idth defining some parameters of the problem of educating
"rural gifted àfri.dren and establishes agme

guidelis.

Stresses

PACE (Projects to Advance Crtativity in Education) as a definite
aid; to the solutioni gives many structural models for implementation.

ds,
.

Plowman, Paul D., and Joseph P. Rice. California Project. Talent.
Sacramento: California State Department of Education, .1967.

Book describing Project Talent in detail; includes overview
of the project, innovation and chinge,in talent development,

California Project Talen and exemplary projects and programs.

Pommer, Henry. F.

"A College Adventure Independent Study (Operation
Op;ortunity)," The Gifted Chili QU:Ixterly, 9:76, Summer, 1965.

IC

Description of the. Ford Foundation's project, "Operation

Opportunity," in

Promoting Promise.

Forest, Colorado and at Al3 aj3heny Colleges.

New York. City:

Board of Education, 1968.

A 50 page =pert of the Citywide Committee on Gifted .Children
,un:der the chairmanship of Robert F. Robinson.

Purkey, William W son. "Creative Educational' Communications on the
Gifted: 2070,1 Gifted Children Newsletter, 9:26-27, March, 1967.
A rather sax antic, article dealing with selecting more "weighty

titles" for work concerning the gifted; it includesua table on
projecting such titles.

Purkey,-WilliamrWatson. "Human Behavior as Curricular Sdhstance.
Personal Development Program for Gifted:High School Students,.'
TheGifted Child Quarterly, 9 :133 -135, .Autumn, 1965.

A

Description of Governoes,Program for Gifted High School
Students in North Carolina.

The purdoie of the Curriculum is to

systematically acquaint the student shout the nature Cells own

personality and the dynamics whiChAstereine his behavior. "The
author also giveS a brief description of.three basic areas:
I

AptitUde,-Persontl,,and a combination of development.`
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Purkey, William W.

"Project Self-Discovery;

Its Effect on Bright

but Underachieving High. School Students," The Gifted Child
Ceerteri.Irt 13:242-246, Winter, 1969.

Problem of the study was

the

of an experiment study program:

project was

designed to

among brightbut

preparation and preliminary evaluation
Project Selt,Discovery. This

promote social and personal development

underachieving high school students.

The

results of the stitd,r showed that the project did have a positive
effect- on the

treated group, and to some extent; helped to foster'

intrinsic motivation.
s41

14. K.. "A Study Into the. Effect of Competition on Creativity,"

Haim,

The Gifted

Child Quarterly, 12:217 -220,

Study,to examine

the

Winter,

effect of competition

1968.,

on

creativity.

The results found that competition

leads to en

ideational fluency

a ideas - two iactors of

7

6

and flexibility

increase, in

_

creative thinking.
Raphjo..,:iiane Beastly, }Uri.* L. Goldberg,' and A, Harry Paseo,. Bright
Vriderachievers:' Studies or Scholastic Underachievement Among
:Intellectualk .sopetiot -Hi
School St Udents. New York:

-vegeheri college prose, 1

Text Concerning a study that grows out a the'research from
oath- ?reject of the Horace

Mann-Lincoln

Institute in

It procri des: insights into the behaviors, feelings,
and asepiritioae etsbtigtO AdOleacente: those who achieve
and those Who

do poorUr in school;

The MaJor

eloPhaiga-1*On the

Atieesatietrt of various remedial prepedures'intended to-taVrove
the Underachiever's -*Choc& perforMance.
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PAAS414, joeeph*S. "A Curriculum Development,MOdel for Academically
Superior Students," Exceptional Children, 36:611-615, April, 1970.
A deScription of a curriculum development model,based on. the

team approach used to gUide the efforts of Operation ASTRA.

The

goal of the'model was to help students become efficient organisers'
and processors of knowledge.

Rensulli, Joseph S. "Identifying Key Features in Programa for the
Gifted," Exceptional Children, 35:217-221, Roveberl 1968.

A study was undertaken to determine which featurea and characteristics of programs for the, gifted are considered by authorities

in the field to be the most necessary and sufficient for comprehensive programming.

The seven features that were considered to

be relatively more essential than otheia have been designated
as key features of differential programa for the gifted.

Discussion

includes a description of the important dimensions of these key

Joseph s., and William.G. Vesiar. "The Connecticut Program
for the Gifted," TOday's Education, 57:74-76, December, 1968.

Description of efforts being made throughout Connecticut to
-13

provide quality educational experiences to meet the needs of the

state's giftedandtalentedpupilakt, Programs described were repretentative of-various settings in the state._

.

Rice, Joseph P.
"California Project Talent: A Unique Educational
Development," The Clearing House, 4R:305-312* January, 1968.
An overview of` California's Cooperative Research Project for

Gifted mils in grades 1-9; describes the backgrOund-andphilosoPhy, prograo, unsolved problems, and outcomes of the project.

Rice, Joseph P. "A Developmental Approach to Acceleration," Th,e
Clearing Rouse, 40:216-220, December, 1965.
A review of the literature generally. favorable to the practice

of acceleration, but suggesting that increased, emphuis on develop-

mental aspects will force arbitrary- grading, to mole

Way for more

flexible procedures.

Rice, Joseph P. "Uxtal. Talent Development,"
Education, 42:12-16, January, 1967.

Article' dealing with

the 'necessity of having educational.

programs for the acadetically talented.

to use

for the

creative,

Journal of Secondary

Discusses the techniques

student, the potential leader, Auld the

technically competent.

Rice, Jo/epic P., and. George Banks. "Opinions of Gifted Students
Regarding Sin tindery School Programs," Excepticeal Children,

34:269-273,

December,

1967.

In Sall Diego,_ 349 gifted secondary students
to 'obtain

their

recommendations for

were interviewed

en academic

prograkt change.

Generally, these stUdents 'preferred: a) more freedom

course

select ion. and more emphasit upon a general education 'philosophy,

b) Prench, German, thnsanitiel, Creative Writing,_ general maths-

mattes, chemistry, physics, psycholciy, and economics courses;

) more intellectual Criticism and discussion' of controversial
d) More, recognition for their_ work, 'and e) acme type of

*elective academie segregation.

411,

Rice, J. P., and,Mildred-Robeck, "Demonstration Programs for Gifted
Pupils - A Progress Report," California Education, 3:3-6, November, 1965.
More than 2,000 educators have visited one of the six demonstra-

tion cevisers associated with California Project Talent, located
at Los Angeles, PaSadenal Ravenswood, Lompos, San Juan (Carmichael),
and Davis.

The venous programs, including teacher workshops

are described.

Richstone, May. "Six Weeks' Brainstorming for Creativity," Instructor,
78:64, August- September, 1968.
Relates personal experience with using the Osborne technique
of fostering creativity in her fourth grade classroom.

Found that

after six weeks' brainstorming practice, the scoes of the fourth
graders soared on the post-test, while the control group had
negligible improvement.

Ringnessl-Thomas A. "Emotional Adjustment of Academically Successful
and Nonsuccessful Ninth Grade Boys," Journal of Educational Research,
59:88-91, October, 1965.
Thirty high achieving (in terms of grade point average in academic subjects) and 30 low achieving upper-middle class Los Angeles
boys with minimum 120 score on the California Test. of Mental MaturitY,

and no significant differences in age and IQ, were given three
self - report devices:

Califorrp. Test _of Personality, 1953 Revision,

Form AA, Second Level; Ratter Sentence Completion. Blank, High School

Foim, 1950 Edition; and "A Self Test" (an.instrument available"'
only in California); showed general agreement of no gross adjustment
differences on the three measures.

There is some suggestion that

the successful felt slightly better about themset46,
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Roeper, Annemarie.t,".Gifted Preschooler and the Montessori Method,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 10:83,789, Summer* 1966.

('Describes the Montessori approach for.preschoolere and compares
it with the traditional approaches.

The author merges the ideas of

t

both approaches into a new method for the teaching' of gifted pre-

schoolers, taking valuable points from each approach.

Rogers, Donald W. "Visual Expression: A Creative Advantage of the
Disadvantaged," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 12:1).0-114, Summer, 1968.

Study shoOing that disadvantaged children are equal, and in some
areas superior, to the advantaged children in visual creatiVitYl,
ti

Rogers, Phyllis. "On Being_a Successful Teacher of the Gifted," The
Gift ed Child QuarterlYT-9:194-201, Winter, 1965.

Article discussing the factors which have bearing on being a

successful teacher oethe gifted.

The ones that were included

were the teacher's personality, a flexible physical classroom environment, a climate of favorable attitudes, and d program of
enrichment.

Rogge, William. -"Independent
sibility," Gifted Chil
4

udy* Talent Development, and ResponNewsletter, 12314; March,. 1970.

Article dealing"mith the job of eftdatori to teach.the gifted;
redefines the job as

the folloSingt. abolishing they

Carnegie unit*

leading. the,seminarel inservice education, evaluation, and inde-

pendent

study..

92

Roth, Eleanor. "Columbia University Helps Exceptional High School
Students," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 13:181u185, Autumn, 1969.

Article describing Columbia's Saturday Science Honors Program
for gifted students.

Roth, Eleanor. "Unusual Camp," New YIrk State Education, 54:17-19,
November, 1966..

Article describing the Science and Arts Summer Camp at Port
Ewen, New York; the program includes a summer program for
scholastically bright children.

Rothenberg, Albert, Julia C. Johnson, and Mollie B. Brooks.
"An
Approach to Teaching Gifted Emotionally Disturbed Adolescents,"
The Gifted, Child Quarterly:10:90-100, Sumner, 1966.

Paper dares certain problem'areas in emotionally disturbed
adolescents who are gifted; proposes an approach to teaching which
helps deal with the learning problem as well as promote the
utilization of the gifts.

Rowe, Ernest R. "Creative Writing:and the Gifted Child,",EXceptional
Children, 341279-282, December, 1967.
4

Article was en outgrowth of au

or's experimentation in a self -

contained
contained classroom oehighly talent d sixth grade children; represents a pragmatic approach emphasizing the idea of the teachable
moment and the rapport enjoyed by the students and their teacher.
Diicusses selected techniques which have proven effective in ob-

."
taining original efforts from talented students.

.93
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Rowe, Ernest-R. "'Wanted:

Newsletter, 11:31-34,

The Authentic Teacher," Gifted Children
November, 1968.

Article dealing with four criteria necessary for the teacher of
the gifted.:

crRB.

This stands for ,commitment,

These four

ponsibility,. olv). "be for real."

involvement,

res-

elements are all

expounded upon and their implications stated.

Rowland, Monroe IC., and Jerry L. Smith. "Toward More Accurate Prediction of Achievement, The Elementary School Journal, 67:104-107,
November, 1966.

Study

dealtnstith

erplorizig and evaluating weaknesses in

definitions of underachievement in hopes of developing a better
definition.. Found that there spiears to
nition of underachievement that

be

no universal defi-

would identify pupils

as under-

achievers in general.
ti

Runyon, Joyce. "...Concerning the Establishment of Programs for the
Gifted*" Gifted Children Newsletter, .11:31-34, Spring,. 1971.

Paper examining twelve questions related to the provision
of educational opportunities for the gifted, ranging

from thg

baiir definition to criteria for selecting teachers:

New
Ruseel*,Doriald-W. "Report On'EdUCation of Gifted Children'
Zealand, "' Christchurch, New Zeeland: Department of Education,

University

of

Canterbury, 1969.

Comprehensive report on New Zealand's programs

gifted.. children.

94

for

their

a
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Selzer Harry H. "Body Chemistry - A Limiting Factor for the Gifted
Child," The Gifted Child.Quarter
10:29-32, Spring, 1966.
Article deals with dietetic needs of the body and how the
gifted child may be one of the fortunate who, by either
intelligence or intuition, knows What to eat.

SaUnders, Robert J. "The BOA Of the Arta in Creativity foi the
Gifted," The Gifted Child QuarterlE, 12:40-124, Summer, 1968.

Article stressing the need for the fine arta-in curriculum,

1.41,

and as a "must" for the gifted; the author days t1&at art strengthens

the psycho-motor aspects of the affective domain, which is
0

necessary for total giftedness.

Schaefer, Charles E. "A Psychological Studi'of 10 Exceptionally
Creative Adolescent Girls," Exceptional Children, 36:431-441,
February, 1970.

Ten high school girls were identifiid as exceptiOnally
creative on the basis of teacher nominations and test icores.
Historical, personality, and projective data were collected,

by means of teats and interviews.

Particular emphasis was

placed on life history antecedents of creative achievement.
:The highly creative girls were found, tapossess a number of
common characteristics; particularly in. the area of familial
°'

and educational. history, leisure times activity, fantasy

experience, and self-concept.

95
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Scheier, Ivan H.
"Creative Personality and4he Nature of the Creative
Process," High School Journal, 48:474-479;May, 1965.

This article delineates a creative personality profile from
measuring with the 16 PF Test for adults large numbers of people

consensually valPited as creative:

high intelligence, intense

and self - sufficient inner life, sensitive imaginativeness, and

a certain inner self-sufficiency, as revealed in assertive

ldneas. This is seen as a set of dispositions emanating
broadly froM the personality.

Schiele, Don, "For Gifted Students - Supplement, Not Supplant,"
Pennsylvania School Journal, 116:539, May, 1968.

Article describing program for gifted in Westmoreland. County.

The authOr_says that the program is built around the specific
needs of the gifted Which include a need for leadership opportunity, a need for an open-ended curriculum, a need for

independent at" and a need to be challenged constantly
order to operate at the top of his ability level.

Schreffler, Roy H. "4 Follow-Up of Sixth Grade Regular and Special
Class Gifted," Gifted Children Newsletter, 12:31-47, November, 1969.

Study was to determine whether the benefits of a year's partici=
4,

'ration in sixth grade major work classes would have positive
.

academic value during .subsequent secondary school years.

.

Inter-

relationships ofTirsonal and social factors with high,tinet IQ
were also studied.

Results showed that a year's; experience, the

sixth grade levelo.in !special class forhigh IQ Children resulted
in better-aeholarehip, as indicated-by marks subsequent to that
0

experience.

In addition, from the data, it was concluded that the

subjects' knowledge that they possessed. high ability may have

resulted in improved classroom performance, regardless of the

instructional arrmgements.* Also, the possibility that the
0

secondary teachers may have been influenced in assigning grades
by 'their knowledge of the student'a special class participation
cannot be overlooked.

Some teachers later reported being, overly

'severe on,that account, but Others may have been overly.generous.

Schulman, David. "Openness of Perception as a Condition for Creativity,"
Exceptional Children, 33:89-94, October, 1966.

A creativity test and two petceptual tests were given to 89
fourth grade children: a) Drawing Completion Task, consisting
of, simple line combinations from which interesting drawings

were to be made; b) Changing Figures Test, me

ing the ability

to see change in a succession of drawings, c) Finding of Enclosed
Areas Test, in which closed spaces had to be found in comighz
forms.

Significant correlations were found between the creativity

and perceptual openness testa.

Other data were interpreted as

suggesting that creativity is-dependent upon, perceptual openness.

Importance of developing teats of creativity and stressing the
need for perceptual experiences in school was indicated.
.

Schwartz, Pearl W. "A Compendium of Methods for the Teaching of
Science to Gifted°Children;" Science Education, 52:130.138,
March, 1968.

Paper that is intended to be utilized to suggest, amplify,
and present a springboard for teachers, administrators, and curricula: specialists in extending concept: and materials for the

,
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gifted child in science through the classroom or in-service leyel.
The basic premise is that increasing the capacity for consistent
self-direction will serve to realize' the ultimate potential of the
gifted child in science.

Shaffer, V. Faye, 'and. George E. Troutt, Jr.- "Courses Offered on the
Education of the Gifted," The - Gifted Child Quarterly, 14:8-231
Spring, 1970.

Summary of nationwide "College and University Courses on the
Gifted" questionnaire.

It includes course title, name and location

of the institution, instructor, when offered, and the number of
semester credit hours given.

Shaw, Robert A., and 'others.

Modular Arithmetic..

Hartford, Connecticut:

Operation ASTRA, 1969.
k curriculum guide of modular arithmetic stemming from operation
or academically gifted

ASTRA, a Curriculum development project
students.

This particular enrichment unit has 12 different acti-

vities bise4 on

three main

processes:

addition, multiplication,

and addition and multiplication extended.

, The

topics of arith-

metic and geometry are studied using these processes.

The

format is similar to a programmed test.
a

Sidle A. C.

A

"Creativity and-Delusional Thinking in Schizophrenics."

Unpublished Doctora.14,,th,.ste; 'Stanford University,

The author found. some surface similarities.
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Singer, Dorothy G., and Bradford Doane. "An.Evaluation of the Attitudes of Academically Gifted Students Towards the Honors Program
in a Suburban High School," The Gifted Child Quarterly,'9;203-207,
Winter, 1965.

Description of a study'of the attitudes of suburban high school
students currently in an honors program towards the program itself,
and towards each other, as a consequence of exposure to the honors
classes.

Results indicated that honors students were functioning

at a higher academic level than a control group of peers-witki

similar IWa.

Smith, G. Kerrk. (ed.): 61n Searcti-Of Leaders. Washington, D.C.
National Education Association American Association for,Higher
Education, 1967.

A series of essays written by educators and deal

with the

imperatives and difficulties of discovering and nurturing leadership.

Perceptions of.how colleges and universities c

best

help the nation in the search for leaders.

Smith, Sharon, and others. "Detailed Case Studies of Gifted Children,
Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve, Arranged by Age Sequence,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 11 :20 -56, Spring, 1967.

Thirteen case studies pertaining to a gifted child at each

grade level, k-12; emphasizes the value of doing a case study
to gain. objectivity and obtaining a fuller, clearer picture of

the gifted child's potentialities.

99
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"Theatre Arts and the-Gifted Student," Gifted Children
Smith, Wallace.
Newsletter, 11:11-17, November,/1968.
Article dealing with two phases of the field of theatre arts:

1) long-recognized interest.that intellectually gifted students
have for theatre arts, and 2) identification and education of
students who may have exceptional ability in the theatre.

The

author alai) describes e. particular theatre arts prograrOad

several characteristics of students talented in t

theatre.

Snow, C. P. "Our Obligation to Gifted Children," Instructor, 79:96-97,
JanOary, 1970.

British author, scientist, and lecturer writes his deep concern Al
for the gifted child in that he emphasizes the need to educate
him to the fullest extent of his talents.

Sontag, Joyce. "Sensitivity Training-with Gifted Children," The
Gifted Child Quarterly, 13:51-57, Spring, 1969.
Article dealing With the Exemplary Curriculum Guides Project
which includes a unit on sensitivity training for the gifted.

The author also discusses the workshop with the teachers, the
problem of "hurt feelings," and what they learned from the
workshop.

Hono
Spaeth, Joe L. "General Problems in Selecting Candidates f
,
Programa,"ithe uperior Student, 7:20-22, March April1965.
Discusses possible improvements in selection, some of the
shortcomings of the kind of information currently used in
assessing honors candidates, and a statistical limitation on the
success of this assessment.

100

Sullivan, Edward J. '"The Handicap of Intelligence," The Gifted Child
Quarterlx, 11:86-89, Summer, 1967.

A story about a family of gifted children - Philip, Peter,
and Gerona FreemanIllho were British-Australian immigrants to the

United States; the author relates tHe,problem_ofeducating
to their fullest extent.

Sullivan, Joseph P., and-Louis J. Moran.
"Association Structures of
Bright Children at Age 6," Child Development, 38:793-800,
September, 1967.

The factor structure of free word associations of 101 bright
six year old children was compared to the factor structure

typically found with

adul*Ples.

The only major difference
Q,

in factor structure was attributed to "functional" associates,

which were related positively to predication associates, and

negatively rested to contrast-coordinate associates in the
sample of children.

Adultlike idiodynamic sets were present

in the sample of children, but were not predictive of differential
effects upon commonality, reaction time, or response faults,
as they are in adult samples.

The absence of these effects

was attributed to low "association strength" of competing associations, that is, low commonality status of the six year old children.

Tannor, Shira. "Survey on the Gifted in Cities over 250,000
Population," Exceptional Children, 32:631-632, May, 1966.

Fifty United States cities were sent a questionnaire concerning

the gifted; of the surveysreturned, it was found that 85% have
a formalized program for the gifted and most use a variety of
screelling techniques.

1O1

-Totting,
,

Marcel.. "Priming Creative Thinking in Elementary School."
Unpublished Doctoral thesis, University of California at Los
Angeles, 1965.

64 fourth grade pupils were divided into experimental and
Control groups in an efflrt to develop creativity in science.

The trained group showed more divergent responses, but there
was no difference in originality.

Taylor, Calvin W. "Be Talent Developers as Well as Knowledge Dispensers,"
Tbday's Education, 57:67-69, December, 1968.

Article stressing the need for teachers to use a different

typeof apprdach to foster each type of talent.

TaylorotCalvin W. "The Highest Talent Potentials of Man," The Gifted
Child Quarterly, 13:9-34, Spring, 1969.

Article dealing with the idea of multiple talents.

It includes

a history, of the theory, ways to teach the deprived talented,

theory and evidence of the multiple talent approach, how to ,

teach creativity, studies in communication talent& in language
arts, and how to kill creativity.

Taylor, C:W.
Creativi

1

and F.E.
illiems.
(eds.). Instructional Media and
.
Washington, D.C.: United States Office of Education,

5.

Proceedings of 1964conference includes articles by Taylor,

.Guilford, Torice, Proms, MacKinnon, Beck, Parnes, Mooney,
Beittel, and

Wiams.
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Tetrault, Theo E. "The Schools' Responsibility for the Mental Health
of Gifted Students," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 9r85-88,
gummer, 1965.

Article stressing the importance of school in helping the
gifted attain mental health.

The suggestion

eluded:

1)

schools can more actively use avail

2)

behavior of the gifted needs to be understood

3)

psychiatrists, hould be used in the school program

le knowledge

to help the gifted.

Thomas, George I., and Joseph Crescimbeni.
New York: Random House, 1966.

Guiding the Gifted Child;

Exposes the needs, expectations; and problems encountered
with gifted children in the classroom.

It attempti to identify,

characterize, and understand the nature of the gifted.

it pre-

sents plans of action for dealing with such children through
enrichment and acceleration.

Thorne, Alison. "Creativity Plus Maturity," The Gifted Child Quarterly,
12:43-46, Spring, 1968.

Article dealing With the need for the gifted to be emotionally
and socially mature as well as intellectually superior.

It lists

and describes psychologist Heath's six concepts for maturity:
intellectuality, close friendships, independence in value

judgments, tolerance of ambiguity, breadth of interest, and a
sense of humor.
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Tichenor, Patricia. "Superatudent," The Gifted Child Quarterly,
14:126-127, Sumner, 1970.

Article revealing the trials and tribulations to which gifted
persona are subjected.

It further exemplifies the often suspected

fact that the gifted themselves do not make the apparent-to-others
deduction of giftedness being i)eraonalfy relevant.

Tisdall, William J. "The Disadvantaged Gifted Child," Exceptional
Children, 34:389, February, 1968.

Article discussing some facts about disadvantaged gifted
children and a description of the Lincoln School in Knetucky
'

for them.

The author says that devaluation of education is pre-

valent:among children from economic

,

and culturally disadvantaged

aitZ
backgrounds, and that an impairment o 'learning styles and motivations is a common result of these environmental circumstances.

Tongue, Cornelia (ed.). The Proceedings of:the Sessions on Gifted
and Talented Children. Repigh, North Carolina: Department of
Public Instruction, 1970.

Book of the proceedings of the sessions relating to gifted
children as presented dUring the 21st annual Special Education
Conference in Charlotte, North Carolina.

Tonn, Martin. "Parents - Are Your Children Creative?," The Gifted
Child Quarterly, 9:142-143, Autumn, 1965.

Article giving parents some insight into the matter of
creativity.

it defines it as the production of new ideas, and

encourages parents to bu.Ld an atmosphere where creative
thinking is permitted..

14
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Torrance, E. Paul. "Continuing Intellectual Development Atter Eigh
School," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 11:133-139, Autumn, 1967

Address at commencement for Sands Point County Day School
and. Academy in New York.

Torrance stressed the need for further

subitantial development after high school in the intellectual
abilities of memory, judgment, reasoning, problem-solving, creative
thinking, and decision-making.

Torrance, E. Paul.
"Continuity in the. Development of Young Children,"
Mimeograph, University of Minnesota, 1965.

Whereas continuity in creative development is po

ible, many

educators produce discontinuity by heavy emphasis on court wy;
obedience, and promptness, and a failure to build'on curio ity,
intuitiveness, and the liking to work alone.

Torrance, E. Paul.
"Creative Positives of Disadvantaged Children and
Youth," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 13:71-81, Summer, 1969.

Article dealing with the optimistic view of discovering latent
creative potential in the disadvantaged youth.
cusses:

The author dis-

issues concerning unrecognized potential, awakening un-

recognized potential, and preliminary results of the life enrichment activity program.

Torrance, E. Paul. "Crea4lty'and Its Educational Implications for
the Gifted," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 12:67-78, Summer, 1968.

Gives possible implications for gifted children'laJthe area of
creativityx

look to the creatively gifted disadvantaged, the need

for a "time out" of school, and the use of the built-in motivation
of creative learning.
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Torrance,-E, Paul. "Creativity and Its Relationship to Achievement
and Motivation," Gifted Children Newsletter, 11:21-33, November, 1968.

Article attempting to show why creative ways of learning have

a built-in motivation for achievement and o identify some of the
most essential educational methods for facilitating creative

ways oflearning.

The methods he suggests are:

1) incompleteness,

openness; 2) producing something and then doing something with it;
and 3) having pupils ask questions.

Torrance, E. Paul. "Curiosity of Gifted Children and Performance on
Timed and Untimad Tests of Creativity," The Gifted Child Newsletter,
13:155-158, Autumn, 1909.

Study designed to test the hypothesis that an untimed test of
creativity (creative thinking) will work more to the advantage
of highly curious children than it will to gifted children that

art low in curiosity.

The results suggested that among gifted

preadolescents, the level'of curiosity makes a difference in
performance on untimed creativity tests.

k

Torrance, E. Paul. "Different Ways of Learning for Different-Kinds
of Children." Mimeograph, University of Minnesota, 1965.

Different kinds of children learn best when given opportunities
to learn in ways best suited to their needs and abilities.

Abil-

ities in the conventional measure of intelligence are more suited
to learning by authority than learning'by discovery, and the
reverse 'is true of abilities represented by tests of divergent
thinking.

Examples of disadvantaged children, and of learning

differences in dogs and cats are also adduced.

6
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Torrance, E. Paul. Encnuraging Creativity in the Classroom.
Iowa: William C.
Company Publishers, 1970.

Depbuque,

Book dealing with the encouragement process as the heart of
teaching; he discusses how creative activities can become central
to the entire learning)process, what the teacher can do to enI

courage creativity, and how to encourage disadvantaged children.

Torrance,E. Paul. "Finding Hidden Talents Among Disadvantaged)
Children," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 12:131-l374,Autumn, 1968.
Article dealing with Torrance'sproposition of a general
format 'and some specific-techniques for procedures to discOver

hidden talents among disadvantaged children.

He also discusses

a creative workshop, creative dramatics, small group creative
problem-solving, and:creative writing.

Torrance, E. Paul.
"The Gifted Child Teacher,"
June-July, 1968.

Instructor, 77:63,

A few suggestions for the teacher of gifted children in what
he is to expect of them and what he should be planning for them.

Torrance, E. Pail.
"Gifted Children Can Read Statistics,"
-Child Quarterly, 14:3-7, Spring, 1970.

The Gifted

Article outlining the process of research for readers of statistic

articles.

It includes methods of research, descriptive

'statistics, inferential statistics;-and practice in reading
statistical, articles.

1

1
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Torrance, E. Paul. Gifted Children in the Classroom.
The Macmillan Company, 1965.

New York:

Beginning with a chapter devoted to a brief review og some
changing concepts of giftedness, this book goes on to explore
topics of general interlat to all teachers:

a discussion of

commonly held goals in teaching the gifted an* the implications
inherent in attempts to achieve them, motivating gifted children,
methodological and curricular provisions.

Other topics that

are touched upon include reading creatively, developing research
skills for the gifted, and a discussion of the impact good
kindergarten experiences have upon the gifted.

Torrance, E. Paul. "Helping the Creatively Gifted Girl Achieve Her
Potentiality," Journal of the, National Association of Women Deans

and Counselors,-W0:33, Fall, 1965.
Specific suggestions are-that counselors:
1)

provide a refuge

2)

serve as a sponsor or patron

3)

help her understand her divergence

4)

let her communicate her ideas

5)

see that her creative talent is recognized

6)

help parents and teachers understand her

Torrance, E. Paul.,,"Helping Gifted Children Thr
Information and Concepts," The Gifted Child
Spring, 1967.

h Mental Health
erly., 11:3-7,

Paper argainethatmental health, personal effectiveness, creative
efficiency, and the functioning of gifted children would be greatly
°improved, if, beginning in elementary school, the gifted were given
accurate information and provided opportunities to develop sound
concepts about mental and personal functioning.
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Tortance,'E.4,aul. "How Gifted High School Students Can Continue
Growing Intellectually," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 12:3-9,
Spring, 1968.

Eight practical ideas for gifted high school students to use
for continainglheir-intellectual growth :_

1) Aeain,outside ofthe curriculum
2)

associate with some research, project

3)

organise a'achool for younger children

4)

aisociate'vith soave community project

5)

enter talent and achievement'coMpetitiOns

6)r-join-other-gfted-young-pebp
7)- take time for a break
8)' become an expert at something

TOxiance, E. Paul. "A Longitudinal Examination of the Fourth Grade
Slump in Creativity," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 12:195-199,
Winter,

Asa,

Evidence presented on longitudinal data showing that fourth
graders drop significantly in four aspects of creativity:,

fluency,

flexibility, originality, and elaboration.. This study was

performecLon 100 children Awned longitudinally from the third
through the fifth grades.

Torrance, E. Paul. "Mental Health and Creative Functioning," The
Gifted Child Quarterly, 11:71-78, Suxmner, 1967.

-

A review of some of the findings, from studies of creative persons.

It also contains a review of some of the major theories of personality

and psychotherapy that show that dominant goal of psychotherapy
is to enable people to become productively creative.

Torrance

refUtes the idea that one must be mentally sick in order to function

1()
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40,

creatively and that psychotherapy

destroyikreativity.

Torrance, E. Paul. "Motivating the Creatively'Gifted Among Economic:ally and Culturally Disadvantaged Children," The Gifted child
Quarterly, 9:9-12, Spring, 1965.
Article discussing some of the reasons whyr young culturally

disadvantagedyouth are not motivated to learn and to achieve
in school (no chance to use what is learned, no chance to communi':

cate, tasks are too difficult or too easy, no chance to learn
in preferred ways, no rewards for certain kinds of excellence,

and-a lackoi purposefulness).

He also gives some positive

suggestions for motivating these youngsters.

C

Torrance, E. Paul. "Originality of,,IMagery in Identifying Creative
Thleht in Music," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 13:3-8, Spring, 1969.
Study attempting to explore the role of imagery in the accom-

plishments of creative young people in the field of music and the
possibility of using a measure of originality of imagery as one
approach in identifying creative talent in music.

The results

supported the idea that students gifted in music tend .1..o have-

rieh, imaginative, original imagery in comparison with unselected
groups and that music students who show promise in composition
excel those who are interested primarily in performance skills.

The results further suggest that skills in producing imagery
should be developed among young children showing promise and

interest in music coposition.
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TOrance; E.. Paul.
"Prediction of Adult Creative Achievement Among
L High SchOol Seniors," The Gifted Child Quarterly,-13:223-2291
Winter, 1969.
)1

1,1

Report summarizing some'of the more important reedits of

University of Minnesota High School seniors Who had been adMinis.

tared the original version of the Torrance Testa of Creative
Thinking in Septentmd4 1959.
spring of 1966.

The follow -up took place in the

The evidence from this study strongly supports

the suggestion that measures of creative thinking ability be
given consideration in selecting high school seniors with the
greatest promise for creative achievement.

Torrance, E. Paul. Rewarding Creative Behavior.
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Co., 1965.

Englewood Cliffs,

Book attempting to generally discuss the importance of
"valuationmkin)creative behavior.

It formulates the principles

to create an environment Where high value is placed on creative
thinking.

The program produces a detailed system by which children

are helped to develop evaluative behavior conducive to creative
thinking.
1)

Three sets of studies are also mentioned:

what happens in the classroom when teachers start consciously to reward creative behavior,

2)

what the evaluative norms of the teacher are, and

3)

how we get children to value more positively their awn ideas.
1,

Torrance, E. Paul. "Stress-Seeking as a Factor in High Achievement,"
The Gifted Child Quarterly, 10:169-173

Study exploring and contrasting the concepts and perceptions,

of high-achieving, low-achieving, and unselected preadolescents

111

concerning stress-seeking tendencies.

The results supported

the hypothesis that stress- seeking tendencies are involved in
high .achieve ent and that avoidance of stress - seeking behavior
,

is' characteristic of low achievers.

This supports the idea

that gifted children, to becoMe high achievers, may need more
opportunities, for strese- seeking.

Torrance, R. Paul. "We Know Rnough,to Teich More Creatively Than
We Do," The Gifted Child Quarter4, 9:59-63, SUMmer, 1965.

Article giving 20 clues for increasing classrom creativity:
1)

Recognize heretbfore unrecognized and unused potentialities.

2)

Respect the child's need to work alone

3)

Inhibit the Censorship role long enough for the creative

times.

response to occur.
4)

Allow= -even encouragea child to go Ahead and achieve
success in an area, and. in 4.m. that is possible for him.

5)

Permit the curriculum to be different for different pupils.

6)

Give concrete embodiment to the creative ideas of children.'

7)

Give t chance for the child to make a contribution to the
welfare of the group.,

8)

Reduce pressure, if it is at an inhibiting level, by
providing a non-punitive environment.

9)

Provide approval in one area to give courage to try:in
others.

10) VOicethebeauty of individual differences.
11)

Respect the potential of low achieversdo not rely too

a
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*

heavily upon labels acquired during earlier grades.
12)

Be enthusiastic about the child's possibilities.

13)

Support thephi10.-against peer pressures to conformity,
when needed.."

14)

Place 'an unproductive child in close contact with a

productive creative child.
15)

At tier* use fantasy ability to establish contact with
reality.

16)

Capitalize upon hobby and special interests and enthusiasms.

17)

Be willing to tolerate complexity iha disorder, at lettat
for a period of time..

.

,

.

..

.0

18)

Become involved in the child's learning-and-thinkimg
really liaten,tb what heieCtrying to communicate.

-/
19)

Do'not be afraid of bodily contact with children, especially
.0

young ones.
20)

Communicate that -youare "for," rather than "against" the

041d.

Torrance, E. Paul. "What is Honored in a Country Will Be Cultivated
There," Gifted Child. Newsletter, 10:16-24 March, 1968.

Study designed to find the relationship between the level of
-creative functioning as measured by thg Torrance Teats of Creative

Thinking of children tram grades 1-6 in 114ifferent cultures and
two messurss of the extent to which these culturet honor creative
talent.

The result* supported the ideas that "what is honored in

a country is cultivated there."

The findings suggest that the

s

13

culture that desires to produce high levels of creative talent

should 'peek tOkencourage those 'behaviors in children that

facilitate VivtativeCfnhctioning and, disconlge

o

those characteristici

that inhibit -Such-functioning.ind Should make -available -to 'its

mes!ikbers a variety of occupational

outlets and corers °in the

creative arts'and'sciendes.
"Torrance,.

Pima.

"Will:Creatively Gifted High chool Seniors

Baba:re Creatively Sfriett
12:24-31, November, 1969.

t

Years hater?," Gifted Children Newsletter,:

'A

7.,

tudy that summarised the- results obtained-vhen-a flow -up
was ierforsied seven years later

tik a

group of University of

Minnesota High School seniors who had been administered, the
original version -of the Torrance Tests of Creative

In September,

1959.

The evidence,

inking

arising from this study strongly

supports,(the- Contention that highly original high school` seniors

Will behave

creatively in their adult lives.

Torrence, E. Paul, and Dean C. Dauw.

"Aspirations and Dreams of
Seniors and a
The Gii:ted Child quarterly,

Three Groups of Creatively Gifted High School
Comparable Unmelected Group,"
9:177.182, Winter, 1965.

Study which attempted to look more deeply ,at the aspirations"

and. dreams of the thioee highly creative

'With unelected

adolescents

of

groups and

to compare them

the same age and educational level..

They fOund that high school seniors identified as highly original,.

high in elaboration ability, and high in both originality and

elaboration by means of paper-and-pencil tests express

stronger

creative motivations, a greater striving for excellence, a greater

11C
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attraction

to unusual* and

unconventional jobs and kinds of

achievement, and more "divine discontent," rather than aspiring
4

to a "life orcomiort, normality, conformity, satisfaction, and.

happiness," when contracted with a comparable sample of unaelected

high echo

seniors,

Torrance, E. Paul, and Dean C. Dauw. "Attitude Patterns of Creatively
Gifted High School Seniors," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 10:53-57,
Summer, 1966.
1
Study that extended the understandings of the dynamics of the

Asental_muLpersonality_functioning-tapped-byhe-tests-of_erma
thinking in, the direction of attitude patterns and.orientations
to life.

They administered the Runner Studies of Attitude Patterns

to 115 creatively gifted high school seniors and compared them to

a crtrol group.

They frond that the highly creative more fre-

quentlYhad high patterns on the experimental, intuitive, and
resistance to aocial'pressure scales, and less frequently high
patterns on rules and tradition, passive compliance, hostility,
and blame.

Torrance, E. Paul, and Dean C. Dauw. "Mental Health PrOblems of Three
Groups of Highly Creative High School Seniors," The Gifted Child
Quarterly, 9:123-127, Autumn, 1965.

Study finding that highly creative students freqTntly experience rather intense

creativity

and that

and prolonged

stresses that reduce, their

the streamed of the highly original student

differ in important ways from those characteristically experienced
by thOse who excel in elaboration.

115
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,Torrance, E. ftul, and Jean Goldsmith. "The Plea of the GiftedFor
Teachers to Teach," The .Gifted Child Quarterly, 11:205-208, Winter,
/

1967.
Accounts of various school systems across the United States
who have failed their gifted pupils.

The authors use actual

remarks and reactions of the student

themselves to stress the

urgent need for strong programs for the gifted.

Torrance, E. Paul, and. Ethel Hansen.
"The Question-Asking Behavior
of Highly Creative and Less Creative Basic Business Teachers Identified by a Paper and Pencil Test," Psychological Reports,

17:815-818, 1965.
Classroom observations

made of six

highly creative business

teachers and six less creative controls showed that the questions

asked by the highly creative teachers were given Meier scores
on the Burkhart-Bernheim_measure of divergent power, and a greater

proportion

of them were judged "divergent-provocative."

Torrance, E. Paul, and Richard T. Johnson. "Gifted Thirteen-Year-Olds
in Two Cultures: Greater London and Greater Twin Cities (UMW
The Gifted. Child Quarterly, 10:125-131, Autumn, 1966.

A comparative study of mathematics learning among gifted
13 year Olds in the Greater London and Greater Twin Cities
(Minneapolis and St. Paul).
behaire very

They found the 13 year olds to

similarlio-but-different

in-a-few areasrthe Twin

Cities gifted were more mobile and spent more time on outside
study than the London gifted.

4
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-u.4Torrance, E. Paul, and Joe Khatena.
"What Kind of Person Are You?:
A Brief Screening Device for* Identifying Creatively Gifted
Adolescents and Adultai" The Gifted Child Quarterlx, 14:71-75,
aummer, 1970.

Description of an instrument used to identify creativelyr
gifted'adolescents and adults.

Data resulted from a survey and

found that there are 84 characteristics that would identify
creative people from those leas - creative.

This article also

described the reliability and validity testa performed on the
instrument.

Torrance, E. Paul, and R. D. Atrom.
Mental Health and Achievement:
Increasing Potential and Decreasing School Dropout. New York:
William Wiley Publishing Co., 1965.

Book of readings with theoretical_focua_of mental-heath asbeing fundamental to achievement; the thesis of the book is
tik

4

that mental health and achievement are interactive and that

most dropouts could be prevented by more attention to mental
health and consequent better achievement in schools.

Torrance, E. Paul, and George Witt. "Experimental Grouping on the
Basis of Creative Abilities and Mptivations," The Gifted Child
Quarterly, 10:9-14, Spring, 1966.
,Review 9f three experiments dealing with grouping children

according to their creative abilities and/or interests.
three studies were:

The

MacDonald and Baths Study, Torrance Study

of Creative,Mortivation and Witt Project with Creative Children.
The article also exposes the reader to some possibilities for
developing materials, methods, and skills for such grouping.
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"Learning to Read Withbut a Teacher:
46:550-5561 Nay,

Torrey, Jane W.

A Case Study,'

Elementary Fng1 ish,

A case study about a five year old Negro boy Who had taught

to

himself

read.

The article *scribes Observations of his

progress and is concerned with the fact that the child whO is.

disadvsmba0d and whose language deviates from standard English
-

still mastered reading on his own before entering school.

Toynbee, Arnold.

"Creativity in Our Schools,"

Instructor, 17:21,

April, 190.
Interview with the famous British historian and author, as

he discusses the concept of creativity with particular stress
I

to how it can best be fostered in American- Children in their

schools.

"Development of Selected Thinking 'Abilities Through
Creative Discussion of the Seventh Grade Curriculum."- Unpublished
Doctoral thesis, University of Southern California, 1967.

Van Doren, R: tr.

Fluency in seventh grade can be fostered by teachers trained
in creative thinking and by using creative discussion.

The same

is time for- flexibility, but not originality.

1

"Course Offerings on
Vassar, William G., and Joseph S. Rensullit
the Psychology and Education of the Gifted," 1 Gifted Child
Quarterly, 13:37,44, Spring, 1969:
Survey if colleges and universities concerning their courses
dealing with the psychology and education of the gifted.

The

article includes a chert which lists title, name and location
of the institution, instructor, when offered, and credit given.
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Vassar, William G., and Joseph Renzulli. ,'The Gifted Child in
Connecticut." Mimeograph, Connecticut State Department of
Education.
Bulletin giving practical suggestions for program development
for the gifted.

Verizzo, Wide. "Conceptions of Conservation and Reversibility in
Children of Very Superior Intelligence," School Science and
Who:attics, 70:31-36, January, 1970.
Study of conservation and reversibility abilities in a group
of gifted children found that a substantial percentage of gifted
children tested were able to make abstract conceptions of conservatIOn and reversibility. well ahead of children in general.

This implies that science teachers should start a great deal

arlier

to teach activities that would help the gifted children

distinguish between mass, weight, and volume.

Walker, Wilda J. "Creativity and High School Climate,"
Gifted Child Quarterly, 10:139-144, Autumn, 1966.

.The

Study designed to investigate environmental characteristics
of high schools judged to be the type that promote the development of creativity as compared with schools not considered
outstandbig in this regard.

The High School Characteristics,

Index was administered to students in four high schools,
and it was found that highly creative schools scored high on
aspiration level, academic achievement, self-expression,

academic climate;

student dignity.
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Wall, Harvey R. "Bright Kids Were Turned. On," Instructor, 79:48-49,
June-July, 1970.
Description of a Summer program for mentally gifted children,
in Mt. Diablo, California, at Mt. Diablo Unified School District's
Advanced. Programs Summer School.

Wallach, Michael-J., and Nathan Kogan. "A New Look at the Creativity-.
Intelligence Distinction," Journal of Personaliy, 33:348-369,

SepteZber 1965.
Article criticizing such previous studies of Getzels-Jackson
(1962), for failure of the creativity measures to define en

essentially separate cognitive area, the creativity tests being

no more stronglylAtercorreleted than they were correlated with
intelligence measures.

They were concerned that production

ofassociative content be abundant

zA 'unique and that subjects

have a playful, permissive, task-centered attitude in association
(as opposed to the test orientation of usual creativity measures,

with their threat of evaluation), the authors placed no limits
on their creativity measures.

Subjects were all fifth graders

in a suburban middle-class school syitem - 70 boys and 81 girls;

10 creativity and 10 intelligence measures were given and subjects
placed in four groups:

high creativity-high intelligence,

high creativity-low intelligence, low creativity-high intelligence,
and low-creativity-low intelligence.

Test results show en

average intercorrelation of .5 among both creativity and intelligence measures, but only .1 between creativity and intelligence.
Peat results warrant the following descriptions Of the four
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groups:

high-high can experience within the*delves both control

and freedom, with both adult -like and child-like behavior;.

high-low - angry conflict with self and environment, beset
by feelings-of unworthiness and inaaequady, but can blossom
cognitively in a stress-free content; low-high - addicted to
school achievement, academic failure perceived as a disaster,
mast continue to strive for academic excellenoe to avoid the

possibility of pain; low-low - basically bewildered, engaging
in various defensive measures from the useful (intense
social activity) to regresdion (passive or psychosomatic).

Wallach; Michael A., and Cliff W. Wing, Jr.
The Talented Student.
New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1969.

An investigation of talented accomplishments outside the
classrOom during the high school years and what they deem to
imply about cognitive processes..

Walters, G. Lynn. "Creativity vs. Discipline - A Balance," The
Gifted Child Quarterly,-12:234-238, Winter, 1968.

Article dealing with Considering the problem of,conflict
o

between creativity and discipline.

The author Concludes-that

both" can coexist peacefully and can be implemented best in a
balance frith each other.

Ward, Virgil-S. "Differential Education for the Gifted,"
Children Newsletter, 13:27-29, Spring, 1971
A statement

Gifted

vaupport- of special educational_prOvisions for

gifted and talented children used at a'pnbliC hewing.
,-
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inc104es the nature of the obligation for special provisions
for these youth, the logic of the program, and finally implementing this obligition with action.

Ward, Virgil S. ""Iducating the'lloot Educable," Virginia Journal of
Education, 59:16-17, March, 1966.

Article dealing with the nature and significance of the teak
of educating the gifted.

Ward aummarizea differential education

for the gifted as bei4 threefold:

1) 'mori-daildren of excep-

tional ability can be discovered, 2)

that they can be better

educated. through a pattern developed and adjusted to the needs

of the middle mass of persons, and 3)

that their formal education

Can be compacted into a shorter time span, so as to release
the creative and productive energies for earlier and longer
service to mankind.

Welsh, G. S. "Personality and Creativity: A Study of Talented High
School Students." Unpublished Doctoral thesis, University of
Borth Carolina, 1967.

Da& of adjective check list on Governor's school students
*.

;indicated. high creative adolescent is an independent, non.%

Conforming individual, and that he has active heteronexual'
.11

,

*intereats:

.

I/
4

Welsh, O. S.
"Verbal Interests' and tntelligence:. comperisOk,ot
8V/131,Termericr, and D-48 Scores of Gifted'Adolescents "

Foducationalawipwckg4ical Measurement,27:3I0-352, 6ftmer, 1967.
Wherrtbe Cffi;::4-ii,Igiven in a gifted: sitrxiner program, it was '

found that the academically gifted scored above the traitically
,
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talented.

To test whether the difference was verbal or fi

factor, the nonverbal D648 vas administered with the same results.

Accordingly, three groups of alumni Were selected 1) higher on
4

Terman CMT than D-48, 2) opposite, and 3) middle group.

These

groupa took the SVIB and-the high Termer group turned Out highest
on interests such as advertising man

lallverbarlinguistic).

lawyer, and author,journalist

The author concluded that a constant

relationship between intelligence and verbal interests exists.

Werblo, Dorothy, and E. PaulTbrrance. "EXperiences in Historical
Research and Changes in Self - Evaluations of Gifted Children;
Exceptional Children, 33:137-141, November, 1966.
At the beginning of a short course on bow to do research,

three classes of gifted, high achieving sixth graders were asked
to estimate their developmental curves on height, reading speed;
size of vocabulary, and curiosity, and to estimate the average
for their grade and sex on each of these four variables.

They

were then taught some of the concepts of historical research
,

and were asked to collect data from witnesses and records and
to reestimate their developmental curves and the average for their
grade and sex., Self-evaluations of height were initially ratherl
accurate and didn't change significantly.

Self-evaluations of

the other three variables Were initially under-evaluated, but
reflected greater accuracy following the experience in historiography.
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Werner, E. E. "CPQ Personality-Factors of Talented and- .Underachieving
Boys and Girla in Elementary School," Journal of Clinical Psychology,
22:461-464, 1966.

The Children's Personality Questionnaire (CPQ) was administered
to 87 talented or underachieving children.

The CPQ personality

profiles of the talented boys resembled those of creative artists,

writers? and research scientists, whereas the profiles of the
underachieving boys resembled those of conduct problems and
delinquents.

The talented girls were found to be more dependent

adult-bound, confOrwingand conscientious; the underachieving
girls were more hoedless, happy-go-lucky, and excitable than the
average 8-12 year old girl.

The results gave evidence that the

CPQ discriminates talent frowunderapievement in children.

Weyl, Nathaniel. "The Potential Role of the Gifted in Underdeveloped
Countries," The Gifted Child Quarterly, 14:29-36, Spring, 1970.
Article dealing with the basic question:
potential of high intelligence?"
to the underdeveloped nations.

"What is the global

It gives particular emphasis
The author concludes that native

intelligence is necessarily concentrated in the Luling element,

%as

-whether a traditional or revolutionary one.

Whelan, K. T. "A Biographical Information Blank Study of More Creative
and Leas CreativeAttupations." Unpublished Doctoral thesis,
Western Reserve Uhiversityl'1965.
Useditt theoretical key of seven scales with the following
correlations with creativity:
1)

(.67) with energy

2)

(.60) with autonomy.

3)

(.68) with Confidence
4
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4)

(.37)

with openness to new experience

5)

(.13)

with preference for complexity

6)

(.30) with lack of emotional ties

7)

(.67) with permissive value structure

White, M. Judson. "The Case for -Specifically Designed Education -tor
the Gifted," The Gifted Child quarterly, 14:159-162, Autumn, 1970.
Discussion of problem of providing Specifically designed education for the gifted,
phases:

The author divides the problem into three

identification, education, and utilizatioh; implies that

much research should be done in this area and leadership should be
cultivated.

Wiener, Jean. "Attitudes of Psychologists and Psychometrists Toward
Gifted Children and Programs for the Gifted," Exceptional Children,
34:354, JanuarY, 1968.
The purposes of the study were to determine the attitudes of

schodlpsychologists and psydhometrists toward the gifted in
4

California and to indicate whether there are relationships between
certain variables and attitudes toward the gifted.
were:

The results

1) female psychologists and psychometrists were more

Inclined to favor the gifted than were males; 2) those currently

working With the gifted:were more inclined to favor them than
thOse iiho were not working with them; 3) personnel with les*

than 10 years and more than 20 yeaks of experience favored

_

the gifted more} And 4) there Was no relationship betseenL!ttitude
and degrees held, ',opal:On; ages_ and salary.

Williams, G. E. "Training Children to be Creative May Have Little
Effect on Original Classroom Performance," California 'Journal
Educational Research, 17-73-79, March,.

19

of

"...Unless_the traits of creative thinking are taught within

a structure

Acquisition of knowledge first may

of knowledge.

have a far more powerful effect on originality than all the
creative training procedures devised to dAte."

Witty, Paul.

"The Gifted. Child in

11:255-2621

1967,"

The Gifted Child. Quarterly,

Winter, 196 ?.

A look at giftedness in

1967; the scope of the article dealt

with termino logy, education for the gifted.; special provisions
J.

creativity, and scholarship.

and Norman E. Wallen.* "Teacher Classroom Control,
Pui;i1 Creativity, and Pupil Classroom Behavior," Journal of
Experimental Education, 34;59-65, Pall, 1965.

Wodtke Kenneth E.

likthiects were 32 fourth aid fifth grade boys, 2 high creative

and 2 low creative from

each of 2 high controlling and 2 low
6

controlling teachers at each grade level, subjects in each group
matched for IQ.

There is no s?pportive evidence for the hypothesis

that high teacher control as opposed to the low creative.

lation was found

between

No re -'

teacher ratings and actual observation

repords of classroom behavior* but there was a pogidtive correlation
with measures of intelligence, no matter *,what the rating was

supposed to measure. This study

questions the hypothesis of the

greater efficacy of the permissive teacher for the creative

without further research.
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Yamamotoljtaoru.
"Mental Health, Creative Thinking, and Values,"
Ylementary School Journal, 66:361-367, April, 3.966.
Author says that creativity measures the differerice between
r.

normal Mental health, and abundant mental health, iii the

Maslowian sense.

also feels that valuingthe diversity creative
o

children present will require a change in the teacher's attitudes.

Yamamoto, Kaoru.
"MultIple-Achievement Battery and Repeated Measurement:
A Postscript to Three Studies on Creative Thinking," Psychological
Reports, 16:362-375, 1965.

Data free the author's three earlier studies on interrelationShips among creative thinking, intelligence, and school achieve-

ment were re-analyzed applying the aasuMptions of dependence
among subtest score.

In three of four analysis the original

findings held up even under this condition.

Yamamoto, Kaoru.
"A Note on Fifth-Grade Children's Vocational World
and Creative Thinking -" The Gifted Child'Quarterly, 9:187-191,
Winter, 1965.

Study reporting the relationships betWeen children's creative

thinking, family background, and vocationataapiration.

The

evidence seems to suggest that there is no parallel between low
creativity' and 10w social class.

However, vocational aspirations

did correlate highly With the degree of creative potential.

Yamamoto Kaoru.

"Validation of Teats of Creative Thinking: A Review
xceptional Children, 31:281-290, February,

of Some Sutidies,"

Aumomaryr of studies related to testa of creative thinking.
The author draws several conclusions:
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1)

investigators have not agreed over tne type of criterion

to be used as identifiers of creativity
2)

each criterion has its shortcomings

3)

more validation studies need to be done to establish empirical
and conceptual validities of current instruments
need a definition of what is to be looked for and evaluated.

Yamamoto, Kaoru, and Caroline T. Genovese.° "Creativity and Norm
Conformity in Fifth Grade Children," Exceptional Children, 32:257-258,
December, 1965.
Evidence of a study of 358 fifth grade children was against

a clear negative relationship beteen creativity and group conformity.
It is suggested that creative thinking as currently measured, is not-

so close a correlate of social conformity ahgeneraily believed.

Youngs, Richard C., Ethel G. Stein, and Ronald R. Wedekind.
"A Team
Teaching Summer Program for Gifted Sixth Grade Students," The
a Gifted Child Quarterly, 14:3640, Spring, 1970.

Paper dealing vith.a summer tehm teaching program at Metcalf
Laboratory School at the Illinois State University.

It includes

a description of the purposes of the program, the philosophY,

-selection of the childrenprogram operation, findings, impressions,
and conclusions.
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